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Preface 
 

The AURORA (AUtomotive testbed for Reconfigurable and Optimized Radio 

Access) testbed are currently being developed at University of British Columbia, 

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering. Radiowize Consulting, Ltd. is 

providing specification, configuration and testing services in support of the installation 

and commissioning of the AURORA Connected Vehicle Testbed. 

The work was conducted by Hamed Noori. He holds a master’s degree related to 

intelligent transportation and has experience with connected vehicle technology. The 

work was overseen by Karl Reardon, PEng, principal of Radiowize Consulting and an 

experienced telecom engineer. In addition, Prof. David G. Michelson at UBC Radio 

Science Lab, provided considerable technical inputs and advice. This document 

provides information about the activities related to evaluation of feasibility of 

implementing the 77 GHz (mmWave) equipment at AURORA. 
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Executive Summary 

In the automotive industry, more sensors are being installed in the modern cars to make 

traveling more safer and more comfortable, and along with these sensors development, new 

wireless communication technologies are being integrated to help to have more efficient and safer 

roads. Also, there are general effort toward shifting the control of the cars from human driver to 

automated computer system. This transition requires numerus sensors implementation in vehicles 

which is going to generate a huge amount of data (e.g. a predication indicates that in a single trip 

an automated car will generate around 1 Terabyte data). Unfortunately, the DSRC maximum 

theoretical data rate is only 27Mbps which is much lower in field test. With addressing that the 

DSRC is necessary and has potentials for safety and numerus other applications, another 

communicating technology is required for high-rate data exchange.  

Radiowize Consulting, has been studied the different aspects of the using 77GHz components 

and provided the requirement and possible equipment for development, test and implementation 

of this technology in AURORA testbed. With considering the necessity of the study in new 

wireless communication technology, Radiowize Consulting has been done a feasibility study on 

installation of the 77GHz mmWave measurement test equipment in the AURORA testbed 

considering the different implementation options and the AURORA budget. Thus, the main 

objectives of this project are:  

• To perform a wide study on the mmWave measurement equipment. 

• Proposing the state-of-arts measurement setups and equipment. 

• Managing the quotes and pricing. 

• Provide recommendations for mmWave equipment with acceptable performance 

evidences and detailed specifications. 

After considering the pricing for the equipment, the AURORA team decided that the 

implementation of 77GHz is not feasible for this phase of the project due to budget limitations and 

the procurement of the equipment has been passed to Canada Foundation for Innovation (CFI) 

funding proposal.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

 

AURORA will be used to evaluate a variety of candidate connected vehicle 

technologies. Radiowize Consulting will assist in the procurement of, install, test and 

demonstrate 77 GHz Antenna and Up and Down Converter assemblies to be used in 

conjunction with UBC’s existing channel measurement equipment. 

 

1.1. Objectives  
 

In the automotive industry, more sensors are being installed in the modern cars to 

make traveling more safer and more comfortable, and along with these sensors 

development, new wireless communication technologies are being integrated to help to 

have more efficient and safer roads. Also, there are general effort toward shifting the 

control of the cars from human driver to automated computer system.  

This transition requires numerus sensors implementation in vehicles which is going 

to generate a huge amount of data (e.g. a predication indicates that in a single trip an 

automated car will generate around 1 Terabyte data). In addition, to have a safer and 

more efficient transportation, it is necessary that the vehicles exchange information and 

this huge amount of data. Unfortunately, the DSRC maximum theoretical data rate is 

only 27Mbps which is much lower in field test. With addressing that the DSRC is 

necessary and has potentials for safety and numerus other applications, another 

communicating technology is required for high-rate data exchange. 
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During the past several years, there are growing interest in implementing mmWave 

in different vehicular applications. The mmWave is considered in the band of spectrum 

approximately between 24 GHz and 300 GHz which can be perform high-speed 

wireless communication such as 802.11ad in 60GHz. There are several projects to 

employ the mmWave in automotive industry. The mmWave is already being used in 

vehicles RADAR technologies and being considered to other improvement such as 

integrating the RADAR with IEEE 802.11ad, or the recent effort of BMW and Intel 

which is trying to implement the vehicular communication 28GHz. 

With considering the necessity of the study in new wireless communication 

technology, this project has been done a feasibility study on installation of the 77GHz 

mmWave measurement test equipment in the AURORA testbed considering the 

different implementation options and the AURORA budget. Thus, the main objectives 

of this project are:  

• To perform a wide study on the mmWave measurement equipment. 

• Proposing the state-of-arts measurement setups and equipment. 

• Managing the quotes and pricing. 

• Provide recommendations for mmWave equipment with acceptable 

performance evidences and detailed specifications. 

 

The rest of this section will explain the steps and tasks in more details, which 

includes the task those are finished and are in progress to achieve the objectives of the 

project. Also, the deliverable reports will be described. 
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1.2.  Primary Study 
 

Radiowize Consulting, has been studied different aspects of using 77GHz 

components and provided the requirement and possible equipment for development, 

test and implementation of this technology in AURORA testbed. With current 

development in Millimetre Wave, specially with 5G study groups those trying to adopt 

the technology into vehicular system, it can have a great potential in the connected and 

automated vehicles industry. One of the most important application that can be 

considered is the enhanced and advanced sensing capabilities for the vehicles. 

Employing mmWave and with high-rate data connections between cars, sharing the 

different sensors data such as Video and LIDAR can become the reality which now is 

almost impossible because of huge volume of the data that each vehicle can generate. 

Thus, considering the great potential and future of the mmWave in connected and 

automated vehicles industry, study on the mmWave and its properties is important in 

the field of connected vehicles and AURORA proposed to procurement of the 

equipment to work on mmWave. Radiowize has been studied feasibility of the 

implementation of the mmWave in the AURORA testbed and possible application and 

usage of the technology in the connected vehicles area. 

 

1.3. Architecture design and Technical Assessment  
 

In this section, different architecture for implementing the 77GHZ test equipment 

have been considered. The challenges for implementation of the equipment has been 

studied and performance of each options is considered. With improvement in automated 

and connected driving systems, the number of advanced equipment and sensors on 

vehicles are growing with generating massive amount of data (terabytes of data 
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generated per hour [1]). For example, RADAR and LIDAR (RAdio/LIght Detection 

and Ranging) are being used for creating high resolution vehicles’ surrounding maps 

and detecting different objects. With employing wireless communication and 

exchanging sensors data, Connected Vehicles (CVs) could expand the vehicles sensing 

range which can leads to huge improvement in auto-driving and safety functionality. 

DSRC (Dedicated short-range communication) allows exchanging message and basic 

sensors data between vehicles in 1000 meters range (in ideal form) while the maximum 

data-rate is 2-6 Mbps [2]. Similarly, other conventional communication technologies 

such as 4G cellular system in device to-device mode cannot support required Gbps date 

rate for exchanging mentioned raw sensor data. With acknowledging the huge 

improvement that can happen in connected vehicles technology using DSRC in near 

future, to overcome the mentioned data-rate limitation another communication 

technology should also be considered. One of the candidate is millimeter wave 

(mmWave) communication system in 77 GHz. 

Millimeter Wave is already standardized in IEEE 802.11ad [3] and currently 

vehicles’ radars systems are using mmWave spectrum and there is growing interest to 

use mmWave systems for vehicular communications in forms of joint 

radar/communication systems that have significant advantages in performance, cost, 

size and spectrum usage [4]. This approach allows vehicles to exchange data in Gpbs 

and simultaneously benefit from auto-sensing their surrounding environment. 

Considering the huge advantages that 77GHz can bring to connected vehicles world, 

the AURORA has proposed the procurement of the required equipment for developing 

and testing this technology. 

Radiowize Consulting, has been studied the different aspects of the using 77GHz 

components and provided the requirement and possible equipment for development, 

test and implementation of this technology in AURORA testbed. The objective of this 
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works is to determine the required components and equipment to implement, test and 

evaluate mmWave communication technology and to study feasibility of implementing 

the equipment in the AURORA project with the current budget. 

1.4. Implementations Options  

 

There are two approaches to implement and preform experiment in mmWave, first 

is to purchase available mmWave equipment as a ready-to-use package which can be 

found in the major companies such as National Instrument at very high cost. Second 

approach is to use low frequency equipment with employing up and down convertors 

to reach 77GHz frequency band. Radiowize has studied advantages of both options and 

possibility of implementation of them in AURORA testbed and has provided the quotes 

for both options. 

Procurement of the ready to use system has great advantages such as: easy to use 

and maintain, more reliable, one packages for use. But the price of the equipment is 

very high. Thus, Radiowize decided to perform analysis on the second approaches and 

feasibility of implementation using up and down convertors.  

 

1.5. Up and Down Converters 
 

In order to cover typical radio measurement and channel sounding in 77GHz 

millimeter frequency band, using proper local oscillators, up and down convertors and 

frequency multipliers is essential that can be integrated with low cost microwave 

measurement equipment.  
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A PXA based millimeter wave stepping correlator channel sounder system has been 

proposed and feasibility of the system has been studied. The cost of the system is lower 

that the first approach, but it has several disadvantages. 

 In order to perform this system, several components are required including: In the 

Transmitter Side: Local Oscillator, Frequency multiplier, (which can be combined with 

a low-cost oscillator), Mixer, Power Amplifier. Antenna (horn, single polarized, dual 

polarized, Omni directional), Ortho-mode transducer (in case of having dual polarized 

measurement). Also, there are need for equipment in the Receiver Side: Local 

oscillator, Frequency multiplier (which can be combined with a low-cost oscillator), 

Mixer/down convertor, Low Noise Amplifier, Antenna (horn, single polarized, dual 

polarized, Omni directional). 

 

1.6. Quote and Budget Assessment  
 

Various equipment, several different system and element, and vendors are 

considered for 77GHZ and the quotes are collected for each option.  National 

Instruments is the main providers for the 77 GHz equipment. Required basic component 

for procurement of the ready-to-use system are: 

- NI 3647, 71-76 GHz mmWave TX Adapter, High Power620. 

- NI 3657 71-16 GHz mmWave RX Adapter. 

- mmWave Transceiver Bundle & Baseband & IF MIMO Bidirectional Link. 

The obtained quote from NI shows that the cost of these system is not on the 

AURORA budget (more than 770,000 CAD with academic discount). After considering 

the pricing for the equipment, the AURORA team decided that the implementation of 

77GHz is not feasible for this phase of the project due to budget limitations and the 
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procurement of the equipment has been passed to Canada Foundation for Innovation 

(CFI) funding proposal. 

 

1.7. Deliverable: 77 GHZ Report  

Radiowize has provided different options in order to implement the 77 GHz 

experiment equipment at AURORA testbed and the results are explained in this report. 

The details background for the 77GHZ, the possible usage of the technology in 

connected vehicle, system design for implementation of equipment has been explained 

in the report.  

In addition, detailed pricing and quotes, with equipment information have been 

included in the report. 
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2. CONCEPT AND BACKGROUND 
 

2.1.  Millimeter-Wave in Automotive Industry  
 

The Millimeter-Wave spectrum (mmWave) has a great potential for large 

bandwidth channels, that could be employed for delivering high rates data exchange in 

vehicle to vehicles (V2V) and Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) communication systems. 

MmWave has already been developed in different communication standards 

(WPAN/WLAN) such as: WirelessHD and IEEE 802.11ad and it is currently under 

consideration for cellular systems e.g. for 5G which can used to provide high 

throughput communication in small geographic areas.  

In the automotive industry, mmWave is being used since 90s where the radar 

sensors became available in the commercial vehicles.  In 1998, Daimler S class 

introduced and used 77 GHz band for the first generation of automotive radar sensors 

and several companies followed in the next years such as Jaguar, Nissan and BMW [5]; 

and by the year 2003 almost all major vehicle manufacturing company deployed radar 

based system in their selected classes. The focus of the radar system applications mostly 

was on a comfort functionality where the adaptive cruise control (ACC) has been used 

to automatically measure the distance and speed of the car in front. After that, several 

novel automotive radar sensors have been developed and these days, driver assistance 

system is available even for a middle class vehicles and several different sensors are 

integrating into new cars for safety and driver assistance purposes.  

Initially for automotive radar system, different frequency band from 10 GHz to 

above 100 GHz has been investigated but currently 24 GHz and 77 GHz are being used 

and considered for radar systems [6] where each option has own advantages and 

disadvantages. For example: 77 GHz bands can deliver higher-performance sensors 
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where 24 GHz is less challenging in terms of implementation and communication 

system design.  

 

2.2. Millimeter-Wave Standards and Applications  
 

Employing mmWave in wireless communication had an old history and several 

experiments been done in the 1980s [7].  Later, 60 GHz unlicensed band has been 

selected for first standardized consumer radios and a PAN technology (personal area 

network) successfully developed by several companies called WirelessHD [8], which 

tried to remove cables and wirelessly transmit the high quality videos. In addition, 

another WLAN standard also developed in mmWave named IEEE 802.11ad which is 

built on the former WiGig consortium (which later integrated to WiFi Alliance) [9]. 

Recently, industries and academia are showing tremendous amount of interest on 

employing the mmWave spectrum for next generation cellular (5G) system [10] [11] 

mainly because of the mmWave capability for Gigabit per second data rate. 

MmWave has already been used in different technologies and applications and has 

a growing interested in novel applications such as connected and automated vehicles 

which that might plays a vital role as one of the few possible options to provide real-

time high data rate communication. Employing mmWave in connected/automated 

vehicles is predictable considering that it already is backbone of radar sensors system 

for automotive and has already developed and deployed during the last several decades. 

In addition, there is increasing interest to combine the radar and mmWave 

communication [11] that could be implemented for having real-time high data-rate 

communication between vehicles and also infrastructures which also enable 

communication between vehicles and clouds. Thus, considering the future of the 

mmWave in connected and automated vehicles industry, study on the mmWave and its 

properties is important in the field of connected vehicles.  
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One of the important aspect of mmWave which should be characterized is 

propagation medium and it is important to understand the behavior of mmWave in the 

propagation environment and the AURORA proposed procurement of devices in order 

to perform these studies.  

 

2.3. Millimeter-Wave Radar Sensors 
 

It estimated that close to 80 percent of all vehicle collisions is related to human error 

[11] which leads to huge amount of study on developing advance driver assistance 

systems (ADAS).  

ADAS is trying to address different human errors while driving those errors comes 

from: driver misjudgment of distance (perception error), over steering or under braking 

errors (driving operation error), and driver oversight and inattention errors [12]. Radar 

sensor for vehicular applications is one of the vital component of advanced ADAS 

which can provide details information about surrounding vehicles’ environment that 

can help ADAS to perform intelligent decisions to prevent collisions or to assist the 

driver to run the vehicle automated.  

There are two types of radar sensors those are currently are being used for 

automotive related applications: Long Range Radar (LRR) and Short Range Radar 

(SRR). LRR and SRR have different field of view characteristics and sensing rang and 

they are employed in different types of applications. LRR in vehicles is able to detects 

objects in 200 meters ranges but just with less than 5-degree field of view. On the other 

hand, SRR can be employed for a wider field of view (mostly larger than 30 degrees) 

but it has detection range less than 50 meters.  

Long range radar usually deploys in longitudinal applications for vehicular 

applications, e.g. Forward Collision Prevention. On the other hand, short range radars 

are mostly used in lateral applications especially for helping the driver with lane change 
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and blind spot warnings. Typically, 77Ghz is the dedicated operational band for LRR, 

while 24 GHz band is used for SRR. It should be noted that 79GHz band is under 

consideration for allocation for SRR in US by Federal Communications Commission 

(FCC), while in the Europe, 77-81 GHz has already allocated for SRR [12].  

 

 

 

2.4. Potential of mmWave for V2X 
 

As mentioned in the previous sections, mmWave has a great potential for 

applications in the connected and automated vehicles industry. This section, briefly 

provides the possible applications of the mmWave for connected vehicles.  

One of the most important application that can be considered is the enhanced and 

advanced sensing capabilities for the vehicles. Employing mmWave and with high-rate 

data connections between cars, sharing the different sensors data such as Video and 

LIDAR can become the reality which now is almost impossible because of huge volume 

of the data that each vehicle can generate (more than several terabytes per hours). These 

sensor data sharing can lead to have a wider sensing capability for each individual 

vehicle. In addition, the data can be used for assisting the automated vehicles to improve 

their understanding surrounding environment and make smarter decision. 

In addition to V2V applications, mmWave has a great potential for using as a real-

time high data rate commination between vehicles and infrastructure. For example, the 

reached high resolution sensors data from cars can be process in the cloud that can have 

several applications and features such as: having centralized traffic management for 

city and centralized ADAS system. It also can be used for congestion control and 

management with real-time traffic monitoring system. In addition, the potential 
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informative applications can be considered such as providing multimedia, video or 

other data type for the drivers and passengers [13].  

Thus, considering the great potential and future of the mmWave in connected and 

automated vehicles industry, study on the mmWave and its properties is important in 

the field of connected vehicles and AURORA proposed to procurement of the 

equipment to study on mmWave. Radiowize has been studied feasibility of the 

implementation of the mmWave in the AURORA testbed. 
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3. CONCEPT of STUDY on MILLIMETER-WAVE 

One of the most important aspect of mmWave that should be considered is the 

channel characteristic for the mmWave communication. In order to perform analysis, 

model, and study of different channel permanents, mmWave equipment and experiment 

system is required.  

There are two approaches to implement and preform experiment in mmWave, first 

is to purchase the available mmWave equipment as a ready to use package which can 

be found in the major companies such as National Instrument at the higher cost. Second 

approaches is to use low frequency equipment with employing up and down convertors 

to reach 77GHz frequency band. Radiowize has studied both options advantages and 

possibility of implementation of them in AURORA testbed and has provided the quotes 

for both options. 

Procurement of the ready to use system has great advantages such as: easy to use 

and maintain, more reliable, one packages for use. But the price of the equipment is 

very high. Thus, Radiowize decided to perform analysis on the second approaches and 

feasibility of implementation using up and down convertors.  

In order to cover typical radio measurement and channel sounding in 77GHz 

millimeter frequency band, using proper local oscillators, up and down convertors and 

frequency multipliers is essential that can be integrated with low cost microwave 

measurement equipment.  

Figure.1 illustrates a typical PXA based millimeter wave stepping correlator channel 

sounder system that has been proposed and feasibility of the system has been studied. 

The cost of the system is lower that the first approach, but it has several disadvantages. 
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Figure 1. PXA based channel sounder. 

 

In order to perform this system, several components are required:  

In the Transmitter Side: 

1. Local Oscillator. 

2. Frequency multiplier. It can be combined with a low cost oscillator. 

3. Mixer. 

4. Power Amplifier. 

5. Antenna (horn, single polarized, dual polarized, Omni directional). 

6. Ortho-mode transducer (in case of having dual polarized measurement). 

 

In the Receiver Side: 

1. Local oscillator. 

2. Frequency multiplier. It can be combined with a low cost oscillator. 

3. Mixer/down convertor. 
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4. Low Noise Amplifier. 

5. Antenna (horn, single polarized, dual polarized, Omni directional). 

6. Ortho-mode transducer (in case of having dual polarized measurement). 

Miscellaneous: 

1. Millimeter wave cables and connectors, waveguide to coax adapters (for 

calibration procedure). 

2. Attenuators (for calibration procedure). 

 

Radiowize has been studied the feasibility of the proposed method, despite the lower 

price compared to ready to used systems, it has several disadvantages: 

• Lower accuracy. 
• Difficult implementation and measurement process. 
• The system will be heavy due to several required components. 
• Difficulty in calibration.  
• Problems in synchronization between equipment, PXA. VSG.  

 

Radiowize has prepared the pricing and the different options for implementing each 

system and the results is explained in the next section.  
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4. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION 

Radiowize has provided different options in order to implement the 77 GHz 

experiment equipment at AURORA testbed and the results is summarized in this 

section. The details pricing and quotes has been included in Appendix A and 

detailed equipment information are included in Appendix B. 

 

National Instruments is the main providers for the 77 GHz equipment. Required 

basic component for procurement of the ready-to-use system are: 

• NI 3647, 71-76 GHz mmWave TX Adapter, High Power620. 
• NI 3657 71-16 GHz mmWave RX Adapter. 
• mmWave Transceiver Bundle & Baseband & IF MIMO Bidirectional Link. 
 

The obtained quote from NI shows that the cost of these system is not on the 

AURORA budget (more than 770,000 CAD with academic discount). Quotes and 

equipment information included in the appendices. 

Because of the high price, Radiowize considered the second option to build the 

mmWave experimental feasibility using up and down converter and the PXA and 

signal generator. 

The main required components are: 

• VSG 
• PXA 
• Up/Down converters 
• Power Amplifier 
• GPS equipment 

 
Different pricing options and different venders have been considered and 

contacted to find the possible option to implement the 77 GHz analysis in the 

AURORA testbed. There are 4 companies and their products have been considered. 
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Also, procurement of the equipment in a packages and separately also considered 

and detailed pricing options included in appendices.  

Some vendors offer the whole millimeter radio equipment (LO, Mixer 

Amplifier) as a package such as Farran and NI. Some of the existing package don’t 

satisfy the AURORA requirements such as limited frequency range. Some 

companies offer the whole millimeter gear as a complete package of millimeter 

wave transceiver of millimeter radar system (Pasternack, NI).  

The price range for procurement the equipment separately is far less than the 

buying the system as a read-to-use packages, but it is still not in the AURORA 

budget. For example, the average price for up/down converter system is around 

40,000 CAD plus to 35,000 CAD signal generator and 100,000 CAD PXA signal 

analyzer. 

 
After considering the pricing for the equipment, the AURORA team decided that the 

implementation of 77GHz is not feasible for this phase of the project due to budget 

limitations and the procurement of the equipment has been passed to Canada Foundation 

for Innovation (CFI) funding proposal.  

A more detailed information about the required components and equipment and also the 

obtained quotes and pricing has been presented in the following appendix.  

- Appendix A, presents the detailed pricings options and quotes. 

- Appendix B, illustrates the information about each equipment. 
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A B C D E F G

Sage Millimeter Sage Millimeter Sage Millimeter Pasternack Pasternack Pasternack
Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 

TX side
Mixer up 2650 - - $4,411.76 $4,573.53 -

SFU-73373309-1212SF-N1 PE13U1002 PE-13U1001
 70-75, 70-75, DC-5 50-75, 50-75, DC-18 60-90, 60-90, DC-18 -
CL= 9 dB CL= 8 dB CL= 8.5 dB

Power Amp 3650 $4,250 $3,850 $10,333.00 - -
SBP-7137633223-1212-E1 SBP-7638433014-1212-E1SBP-6637833020-1212-E1 PE15A4023
71-76 GHz 66-78 GHz  76-84 GHz 66-78 GHz - -
P1dB=23 dBm, G=32 dBi P1dB=20 dBm, G=30 dBi P1dB=14 dBm, G=30 dBi P?=19 dBm, G=25 dBi

LO/OCS $7,850 - - - - -
SOP-73301113-12-E1
(73 GHz), 13 dBm - - - - -

Frequency Multiplier 6950 $4,650 - - - -
SFA-126SF-S1 SFA-123KF-S1 -
X6 (12-15 to 72-90)  X3 (24-30 to 72-90) - - - -

a doubler is needed. - - - -

RX side
LNA 3850 - - - - -

SBL-7138633060-1212-E1
 (30 dB,  6 dB, 71-86 GHz) - - - - -

- - - - -

LO/OCS $7,850 - - - - -
SOP-73301113-12-E1
 (73 GHz), 13 dBm - - - - -

Frequency Multiplier 6950 $4,650 - - - -
SFA-126SF-S1 SFA-123KF-S1
(12-15 to 72-90)  (24-30 to 72-90) - - - -

a doubler is needed. - - - -

Down Convertor $3,050 $2,450 - $4,058.82 $4,352.00 -
(Mixer) SFB-12-N1 SFB-73373308-1212SWF-N1 PE12D1001 PE-12D1000

 (60-90 GHz)  (70-75 GHz) - (60-90 GHz)  (75-110 GHz) -
- - - -

Antennas and OMT
Single Pol Horn - - - 926.33 $1,138.50 $1,897.35

SAR-2309-15-S2 SAR2309-10-S2 PE-9881-20 PE-9881-24 PE-9881-42
(50-75 GHz, 23 dBi) (75-110 GHz, 23 dBi) - (20 dBi)  (24 dBi) (42 dBi)

Dual pol Horn
Conical $450 - - - -

SAC-2309125-S2
 (66-88 GHz, 23 dBi, 9 Deg  - - - -

Rrectangular 550 $550 - - - -
SAR-2309-15-S2 SAR-2309-10-S2
(50-75 GHz, 23 dBi )  (75-110 GHz, 23 dBi) - - - -

OMT 1850 2650 $4,500 - - -
SAT-603-14115-S1 SAT-773-12512-S1 SAT-FE-12212-S1
(60 GHz, 5GHz BW)  (77 GHz, 5GHz BW)  (60-90 GHz) WB -

Omni Antenna 2950 - - $ 3350  . - -
SAO-5836230230-15-S1 PE-W15A1001
 (58-62 GHz) - - (58-63 GHz) - -
10-12 weeks ARO for 72-78 version
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H I J K L M N O

Pasternack Farran RF-Lambda RF-Lambda SPASEK-Labs SPACEK-Labs SPASEK-Labs SPASEK-Labs
package package Option 1 Option 2 Option 1- Option 2 Option 3 Option 4
57-64.8 GHz 72-77 GHz

Yes Yes - - - - - -

- - - - -
Yes

Yes - - - - - -

- - - - - - - -

Yes Yes - - - - - -

- - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - -
- -
- - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - -

$28,750

Yes Yes $3,606.00 $3,769.00 - - - -
R71G86GSA R71G86GSB

- - Extra $100 for heatsink Extra $100 for heatsink - - - -
- -  14 dB, 5 dB, 71-86 GHz 13 dB, 4.5 dB, 71-86 GHz - - - -

Yes Yes - - - - - -

- - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - -
-
- - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - -

Yes Yes - - $2,900 $3,100 $3,650.00 $3,750.00
MV-1 MV-1B ME1 ME1B

- -  50-75, 50-75, 0.01-2 50-75, 50-75, 0.01-2 60-90, 60-90, DC-2 60-90, 60-90, DC-2
- - CL= 6 dB, Biased CL= 6dB CL= 7.5 dB  CL= 7.5  dB, Biased

$23,650

- - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - -

- - - - - -

- - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - -

$10,307 $52,400 Total: (USD)  
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P Q R S T U

MI-Wave MI-Wave
Option 1 Option 2 Min Max Average Comments

$850 $850 $4,574 $2,667 Mixer Up
920E/387
60-90, 8-12, DC-1 MI-wave offer (harmonic) is cheaper but 
Single Ended harmonic, CL=27 dB it has high CL

$4,000 $3,100 $3,100 $10,333 $4,612 Power Amp
955E-72/78-30/387 955E-76/81/21/12/387
72-78 GHz, NF= 8 dB, 76-81 GHz 
P1dB-21 dBm, G=30 dB, P1dB=12 dBm, G=21 dBi

$2,850 $2,250 $2,250 $7,850 $3,800 Local OSC
830E-72/10/387 830A-45/20/599R First one for TX side.
Fixed tuned Gunn OSC Mechanically tuned , 45 GHz 20 dBm  $ 0 if doubler used.

$4,650 $6,950 $4,650  Multiplier  n=3, $ 4650  (doubler needed)
0 if LO used 0 if LO used 0 if LO used $ 4650 (doubler needed)

(n=6 is more expensive 6950, no doubler needed)
 First one for TX side.

$6,200 $22,757 $11,079 Total Cost for TX side (USD) (Multiplier is subtracted from total)

$2,900 $2,900 $3,850 $3,405 LNA; 
955E-72/78-30/387
P1dB=5dB RF lambda product is $ 143 cheaper 
30 dB, 5.5 dB, 72-78 GHz, but 12 weeks lead time.

$2,250 $2,250 $7,850 $5,050 Local OSC 
830A-45/20/599R  $ 0 if doubler used.
Mechanically tuned , 45 GHz 20 dBm Second one for RX side

$4,650 $4,650 $4,650 n=3 multiplier, $ 4650  (doubler needed)
0 if LO used 0 if LO used 0  if LO used (n=6 is more expensive 6950

 (for n=6, no doubler needed)
Second one for RX side

$2,750.00 $2,450 $4,352 $3,340 Down Conventor
970E-75/72/387
72-78 , 72, 10M-6 GHz
CL=9dB,  K female, 10 dBm LO drive

$7,600 $16,052 $11,795 Total Cost for RX side (USD) (Multiplier is subtracted from total)

$500 $500 $1,897 $1,116  Single pol Horn
261E-25/387 1 is considered in total price.
25 dB, WR-12 (probably less price from Sage!)

$450 $450 $450 Dual Pol horn
1 is considered in total price.

$0 $0 $0 The results are multiplied by 0

$1,400 $1,400 $4,500 $2,600 OMT
281V-75/0125/385 60-90GHz
75 GHz, 6 GHz BW $ 4500 for Wideband (60-90)

$2,025 $2,025 $2,950 $2,488 Omni Antenna
267E-75/387 1 is considered in total price.
65GHz, BW-6 GHz WR-12 (All below 63 GHz)
HBW=360, VBW=45 Deg 10-12 weeks ARO for 72-78 version from Sage

$4,375 $9,797 $6,653 Total Cost for Antennas and OMT

$18,175 $48,606 $29,527 Total (USD)  Without Multiplier
Min Max Mean
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Quotation No.: 2328619

National Instruments Canada | 111 Peter Street | Suite 801 | Toronto, ON M5V 2H1 | Orders: (800) 667-5347 Fax: (450) 510-3056 | Upon placing order please see invoice for remit
to address.

David Michelson
University of British Columbia
Electrical And Computer Engineering
2332 Main Mall
VANCOUVER, British Columbia V6T 1Z4
CANADA

Quotation Date: 11-JUL-2016
Quote Valid Until: 10-AUG-2016
Phone: (604) 8223544
Fax: 1604 822-5949
Contact No: 1006907L

Quotation No. 2328619
To ensure order accuracy and pricing, please reference the above quote number when placing your order.  For faster order processing, check out online  

with a purchase order (PO) or credit card.
CAD List Price: $1360123.40; Academic Price: $1242820.90; CFI In-Kind Contribution: $187098.40 (15.05%); Total: $1055722.50 

 

 

Line No. Part Number Description Qty. Unit Price  Discount Amount
 

1 865019-06 mmWave Transceiver Bundle & Baseband & 
IF MIMO Bidirectional Link
 
Contact Customer Service for Availability
Country of Origin: Malaysia

1 447,645.00
402,880.50

 

10.00% 402,880.50

2 960680-100 NI Standard Service Program for Hardware 
Includes coverage for repair service
 
Contact Customer Service for Availability
Duration: 5 Year(s)
For PN 865019-06
25% multiyear discount applied.

1 71,623.20
0.00

 

100.00% 0.00

 

3 784458-01 NI 3647, 71-76 GHz mmWave TX Adapter, 
High Power620
 
Contact Customer Service for Availability
Country of Origin: USA

4 38,065.00
34,258.50

 

10.00% 137,034.00

4 960680-100 NI Standard Service Program for Hardware 
Includes coverage for repair service
 
Contact Customer Service for Availability
Duration: 5 Year(s)
For PN 784458-01
25% multiyear discount applied.

4 6,090.40
0.00

 

100.00% 0.00

 

5 784459-01 NI 3657 71-16 GHz mmWave RX Adapter
 
Contact Customer Service for Availability
Country of Origin: USA

4 31,975.00
28,777.50

 

10.00% 115,110.00

6 960680-100 NI Standard Service Program for Hardware 
Includes coverage for repair service
 
Contact Customer Service for Availability
Duration: 5 Year(s)
For PN 784459-01
25% multiyear discount applied.

4 5,116.00
0.00

 

100.00% 0.00

 

7 865029-01 mmWave Transceiver Bundle - MIMO Coding 
Bundle
 
Contact Customer Service for Availability
Country of Origin: Malaysia

2 220,780.00
198,702.00

 

10.00% 397,404.00

http://sine.ni.com/apps/utf8/niwq.rq2?p_qid=6020703191F96E67&p_qno=C3C02917372DE4E2&p_site=NIC
http://sine.ni.com/nips/cds/view/p/lang/en/nid/213722
http://sine.ni.com/nips/cds/view/p/lang/en/nid/213722
http://sine.ni.com/nips/cds/view/p/lang/en/nid/213722
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Quotation No.: 2328619

National Instruments Canada | 111 Peter Street | Suite 801 | Toronto, ON M5V 2H1 | Orders: (800) 667-5347 Fax: (450) 510-3056 | Upon placing order please see invoice for remit
to address.

Line No. Part Number Description Qty. Unit Price  Discount Amount

8 960680-100 NI Standard Service Program for Hardware 
Includes coverage for repair service
 
Contact Customer Service for Availability
Duration: 5 Year(s)
For PN 865029-01
25% multiyear discount applied.

2 35,324.80
0.00

 

100.00% 0.00

 

9 784577-01 Cable Assembly, EPLSP Digital, IF/LO to 
mmWave Adapter, Dual- Channel
 
Contact Customer Service for Availability
Country of Origin: USA

2 1,830.00
1,647.00

 

10.00% 3,294.00

 

Sub-Total: $ 1,360,123.40 22.38% $ 1,055,722.50

Shipping and Handling: $ 266.84

Total: $ 1,055,989.34

Currency quoted in: Canadian Dollars
Note: Taxes are extra and will be reflected on your Billing Invoice

To ensure the highest quality service in order processing and support after delivery, please provide end-user information with your purchase order.
 
Additional Information:

• Payment Terms: Net 30
• Freight Terms: NI Weight Based Shipping

 
Country of origin is subject to change. Actual country of origin is provided on the commercial invoice, pack slip and product label.

All sales are subject to the enclosed National Instruments terms and conditions of quotation and sale. National Instruments shall not be bound by any 
conflicting or additional Terms and Conditions.  Standard shipping dates are based on product availability at time of quotation and are subject to change 
without notice.  Not all products produced by National Instruments are made in the U.S.A.

Quantity discounts are contingent on the products being used (1) within your own organization or (2) in an OEM/VAR application that is defined in an 
OEM/VAR agreement or approved by an NI manager.  If the products are not part of an OEM/VAR agreement, a puchase order for the total quantity must be
received.  Universities may receive an educational discount.

Yours sincerely,
National Instruments Canada

Amine Maher

http://sine.ni.com/nips/cds/view/p/lang/en/nid/213722


NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS
TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE

The terms and conditions detailed herein ("Agreement") apply to your ("Customer") purchase from NI of NI hardware ("Hardware"), licenses to use
NI software ("Software"), and Non-NI Branded Products (collectively the "Product(s)"), as well as NI hardware and software services and support
("Services"). NI means the National Instruments affiliate identified on the Quote, order acknowledgement, or invoice, or in the absence of an
identified National Instruments affiliate, then National Instruments Corporation. THIS AGREEMENT SHALL APPLY UNLESS CUSTOMER AND NI
HAVE ENTERED INTO A SEPARATE SIGNED AGREEMENT APPLICABLE TO THE PURCHASE OF THE PRODUCTS OR SERVICES. By
placing an order with NI, Customer agrees to be bound by the terms of this Agreement. NI EXPRESSLY OBJECTS TO AND REJECTS ANY
TERMS AND CONDITIONS IN CUSTOMER'S PURCHASE ORDER OR OTHER SIMILAR DOCUMENT. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE WITH THESE
TERMS, PROMPTLY NOTIFY NI AND RETURN THE PRODUCT UNUSED IN ITS ORIGINAL PACKAGING TO NI.

1. PRICES AND ORDERS. Prices are set forth in the quotation issued to Customer ("Quote"). All Quotes expire thirty (30) days from date of
issuance, unless otherwise stated in the Quote. All orders are subject to acceptance at the sole discretion of NI. Orders will be considered
accepted once NI books an order and sends Customer a sales order acknowledgement. NI shall not be bound by changes to an order
unless agreed by NI in writing. NI reserves the right to cancel any order if any information provided by Customer to NI is inaccurate.

2. PAYMENT AND INVOICING. Payment is due at the time the order is placed. If Customer is approved for credit, payment shall be due
within thirty (30) days from the date of invoice ("Invoice Date"). Payment shall be in the currency listed on the NI invoice. All sums not paid
when due shall accrue interest daily at a monthly rate of the lesser of 1.5% or the highest rate permissible by law. If there are multiple un
its in an order, each unit will be invoiced when shipped.

3. DELIVERY, TITLE and RISK OF LOSS. Title and risk of loss to Products (for Software, the media) shall pass to Customer upon shipment
from NI, its warehouses, or its affiliated companies; provided however, NI retains a security interest and right of possession in the
Products until Customer makes payment in full. For orders to be delivered within the same country as the NI entity accepting the order, NI
will arrange the shipping; however, Customer is responsible for all shipping and handling fees set forth in the invoice. If Customer chooses
to arrange for shipping or if the order is placed with an NI entity outside the country of the applicable shipping destination, Customer is
responsible for all shipping and handling, including fees, customs, formalities and clearance. Shipment dates provided by NI are estimates
only, and NI shall have no liability for losses or claims resulting from late delivery of Products. Claims for shipment shortage shall be deem
ed waived unless presented to NI in writing within forty-five (45) days of Invoice Date.

4. TAXES. Prices exclude, and Customer is responsible for, any sales, use, service, value added, and like taxes ("Taxes") arising from the
purchase of the Products and Services. If Customer is exempt from any Taxes, it must provide NI with the appropriate tax exemption
documentation at the time the order is placed.

5. SOFTWARE. Software is licensed pursuant to the software license agreements provided with the software or, in the absence of such
license agreements, the National Instruments Software License Agreement available at ni.com/legal at the time of purchase. All software
is licensed, not sold, and title to the software remains with the applicable licensor(s).

6. NON-NI BRANDED PRODUCTS. Non-NI Branded Products that NI resells may not be testable or repairable by NI, and it may be
necessary for Customer to contact the manufacturer or the publisher for service. NI does not warrant, has no obligation to support, and
shall have no liability for Non-NI Branded Products. The Limited Warranty and NI Intellectual Property Liability sections of this Agreement
do not apply to the sale and purchase of Non-NI Branded Products. "Non-NI Branded Product(s)" means any third-party hardware,
software, or service that NI sells, but does not carry an NI mark.

7. SERVICES. Services provided by NI are also subject to any service agreements or statements of work agreed upon in writing by the
parties or, as applicable, to the NI service terms and conditions, available at ni.com/legal/serviceterms.

8. RETURN POLICY. Customer may return standard Products within thirty (30) days of the Invoice Date. NI reserves the right to charge
Customer a fifteen percent (15%) restocking fee for any Products returned to NI. No returns will be accepted after the thirty (30) day pe
riod has expired. A Return Material Authorization (RMA) number is required for Customer to return any Products. Acceptance of returns of
customized Products and Non-NI Branded Products is in the sole discretion of NI.

9. LIMITED WARRANTY. For a period of one (1) year from the Invoice Date, NI warrants that its Hardware will be free of defects in
materials and workmanship that cause the Hardware to fail to substantially conform to the applicable NI published specifications. For a
period of ninety (90) days from the Invoice Date, NI warrants that the Software (i) will perform substantially in accordance with the
applicable documentation provided with the Software and (ii) the Software media will be free from defects in materials and workmanship.
NI warrants that the Services will be performed in a good and workmanlike manner. If NI receives notice of a defect or non-conformance
during the applicable warranty period, NI will, in its discretion: (i) repair or replace the affected Hardware or Software, (ii) re-perform the
affected Services, or (iii) refund the fees paid for the affected Hardware, Software or Services. Repaired or replaced Hardware or Software
will be warranted for the remainder of the original warranty period or ninety (90) days, whichever is longer. If NI elects to repair or replace
Hardware, NI may use new or refurbished parts or products that are equivalent to new in performance and reliability and are at least
functionally equivalent to the original part or Hardware. Customer must obtain an RMA number from NI before returning any Hardware
under warranty to NI. Customer will pay shipping expenses to send the affected Hardware to NI, and NI will pay shipping expenses to
return the Hardware to the Customer. If NI concludes, after examining and testing returned Hardware, that it is not covered by the Limited
Warranty, NI will notify Customer and return the Hardware at Customer's expense. NI reserves the right to charge a fee for examining and
testing Hardware not covered by the Limited Warranty. This Limited Warranty does not apply if the defect of the Hardware or Software

http://www.ni.com/legal


resulted from improper or inadequate maintenance, installation, repair, or calibration (performed by a party other than NI); unauthorized
modification; improper environment; use of an improper hardware or software key; improper use or operation outside of the specification
for the Hardware or Software; improper voltages; accident, abuse, or neglect; or a hazard such as lightning, flood, or other act of nature.
THE REMEDIES SET FORTH ABOVE ARE EXCLUSIVE AND THE CUSTOMER'S SOLE REMEDIES, AND SHALL APPLY EVEN IF
SUCH REMEDIES FAIL OF THEIR ESSENTIAL PURPOSE.

10. NO OTHER WARRANTIES. EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, PRODUCTS AND SERVICES ARE P
ROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND AND NI DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, WITH
RESPECT TO THE PRODUCTS OR SERVICES, INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT, AND ANY WARRANTIES THAT MAY ARISE FROM USAGE OF TRADE
OR COURSE OF DEALING. NI DOES NOT WARRANT, GUARANTEE, OR MAKE ANY REPRESENTATIONS REGARDING THE USE
OF OR THE RESULTS OF THE USE OF THE PRODUCTS OR SERVICES IN TERMS OF CORRECTNESS, ACCURACY, RELIAB
ILITY, OR OTHERWISE. NI DOES NOT WARRANT THAT THE OPERATION OF THE PRODUCTS WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED OR
ERROR FREE.

11. WARNING AND CUSTOMER INDEMNITY. CUSTOMER UNDERSTANDS AND ACKNOWLEDGES THAT PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
ARE NOT DESIGNED, MANUFACTURED, OR TESTED FOR USE IN LIFE OR SAFETY CRITICAL SYSTEMS, HAZARDOUS
ENVIRONMENTS OR ANY OTHER ENVIRONMENTS REQUIRING FAIL-SAFE PERFORMANCE, INCLUDING IN THE OPERATION OF
NUCLEAR FACILITIES; AIRCRAFT NAVIGATION; AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL SYSTEMS; LIFE SAVING OR LIFE SUSTAINING
SYSTEMS OR SUCH OTHER MEDICAL DEVICES; OR ANY OTHER APPLICATION IN WHICH THE FAILURE OF THE PRODUCT OR
SERVICE COULD LEAD TO DEATH, PERSONAL INJURY, SEVERE PROPERTY DAMAGE OR ENVIRONMENTAL HARM (COL
LECTIVELY, "HIGH-RISK USES"). FURTHER, CUSTOMER MUST TAKE PRUDENT STEPS TO PROTECT AGAINST PRODUCT AND
SERVICE FAILURES, INCLUDING PROVIDING BACK-UP AND SHUT-DOWN MECHANISMS. NI EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ANY EXP
RESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY OF FITNESS OF THE PRODUCTS OR SERVICES FOR HIGH-RISK USES. CUSTOMER SHALL
DEFEND, INDEMNIFY, AND HOLD NI HARMLESS FROM ANY AND ALL CLAIMS, LOSSES, DAMAGES, ACTIONS, INCLUDING,
LAWSUITS, ARBITRATIONS, AND/OR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIONS, AND EXPENSES (INCLUDING REASONABLE ATTORNEYS'
FEES) ARISING OUT OF CUSTOMER'S USE OF THE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES FOR ANY HIGH-RISK USES, INCLUDING
CLAIMS FOR PRODUCT LIABILITY, PERSONAL INJURY (INCLUDING DEATH) OR DAMAGE TO PROPERTY, REGARDLESS OF
WHETHER SUCH CLAIMS ARE FOUNDED IN WHOLE OR IN PART UPON ALLEGED OR ACTUAL NEGLIGENCE OF NI.

12. SYSTEM AND APPLICATION RESPONSIBILITY AND ADDITIONAL INDEMNITY. CUSTOMER ACKNOWLEDGES THAT IT IS
ULTIMATELY RESPONSIBLE FOR VERIFYING AND VALIDATING THE SUITABILITY AND RELIABILITY OF THE PRODUCTS OR
SERVICES WHENEVER THE PRODUCTS OR SERVICES ARE INCORPORATED IN ITS SYSTEM OR APPLICATION, INCLUDING
THE APPROPRIATE DESIGN, PROCESS, AND SAFETY LEVEL OF SUCH SYSTEM OR APPLICATION. FURTHER, CUSTOMER
MUST TAKE PRUDENT STEPS TO PROTECT AGAINST PRODUCT AND SERVICE FAILURES WHEN PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
ARE INCORPORATED IN A SYSTEM OR APPLICATION, INCLUDING PROVIDING BACK-UP AND SHUT-DOWN MECHANISMS.
CUSTOMER SHALL DEFEND, INDEMNIFY, AND HOLD NI HARMLESS FROM ANY AND ALL CLAIMS, LOSSES, DAMAGES,
ACTIONS, INCLUDING LAWSUITS, ARBITRATIONS, AND/OR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIONS, AND EXPENSES (INCLUDING
REASONABLE ATTORNEYS' FEES) ARISING OUT OF CUSTOMER'S INCORPORATION OF THE PRODUCTS OR SERVICES INTO
ITS SYSTEM OR APPLICATION, REGARDLESS OF WHETHER SUCH CLAIMS ARE FOUNDED IN WHOLE OR IN PART UPON
ALLEGED OR ACTUAL NEGLIGENCE OF NI.

13. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LIABILITY. NI agrees to defend any third-party claim that alleges the Hardware, Software or Services
infringe any U.S. patent, copyright, or trademark ("Claim"). Customer shall notify NI immediately upon learning of any Claim, or any
allegation that the grounds for a Claim may exist, shall grant NI sole control over the defense and settlement of the Claim, and shall
cooperate fully with NI in preparing a defense for any Claim. NI agrees to pay any final judgment or settlement resulting from any Claim,
provided that the settlement is entered into in accordance with this Section. NI shall not be liable for a settlement made without its prior
written consent. Notwithstanding the foregoing, NI shall have no obligation under this Section for any claim relating to or arising from (a)
Customer's modifications of Hardware, Software or Services; (b) failure to use Hardware, Software or Services in accordance with the
applicable documentation provided by NI; (c) the combination, operation, or use of Hardware, Software or Services with any hardware,
software or service not provided by NI; (d) the compliance of NI with Customer's specifications or directions, including the incorporation of
any software or other materials provided by or requested by Customer; or (e) Non-NI Branded Products. The foregoing states the Custom
er's sole remedy for, and the entire liability and responsibility of NI for, infringement of any patent, trademark, or copyright or other
intellectual property rights. THIS LIMITED INDEMNITY IS IN LIEU OF ANY OTHER STATUTORY OR IMPLIED WARRANTY AGAINST
INFRINGEMENT. In any event, if NI believes in its reasonable opinion the Hardware, Software, or Services may be alleged to be
infringing, for the purposes of mitigating any potential damages, NI may, at its option, (i) procure for the Customer the right to continue to
use the Hardware, Software, or Services; (ii) replace them with comparable Hardware, Software or Services that are free of such infringe
ment; or (iii) refund the fees paid by Customer, in which case Customer shall promptly return the Hardware to NI and/or terminate the use
of the Software or Services.

14. PROPRIETARY RIGHTS. NI reserves all right, title, and interest in any intellectual property rights contained or embodied in Products, or
resulting from the Services, including any custom developments created or provided by NI under this Agreement. Nothing in this
Agreement will be deemed to grant to Customer any ownership rights in such intellectual property.

15. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. NI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR (I) SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, PUNITIVE, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THIS AGREEMENT OR THE PRODUCTS OR



SERVICES; OR (II) ANY DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH: (A) PRODUCTS OR SERVICES NOT BEING
AVAILABLE FOR USE, INCLUDING ANY COSTS OF OBTAINING SUBSTITUTE PRODUCTS OR SERVICES; (B) LOSS OF,
CORRUPTION OF, OR LOSS OF USE OF ANY PRODUCTS, HARDWARE, SOFTWARE OR DATA; (C) LOSS OF REVENUE, PROFIT,
OR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY; (D) BUSINESS INTERRUPTION OR DOWNTIME; OR (E) INABILITY TO ACHIEVE A PARTICULAR
RESULT, EVEN IF IT IS AT SUGGESTION MADE BY NI. TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE TOTAL
LIABILITY OF NI ARISING OUT OF, OR IN CONNECTION WITH THIS AGREEMENT OR THE PRODUCTS OR SERVICES, SHALL
NOT EXCEED THE AMOUNT OF THE FEES PAID BY CUSTOMER FOR THE SPECIFIC PRODUCT OR SERVICE GIVING RISE TO
SUCH CLAIM. THIS SECTION: (1) APPLIES TO NI AND ITS LICENSORS, DISTRIBUTORS, AND SUPPLIERS (INCLUDING ITS AND
THEIR DIRECTORS, OFFICERS, EMPLOYEES, AND AGENTS), (2) REFLECTS AN ALLOCATION OF RISK BETWEEN NI AND
CUSTOMER IN VIEW OF THE PURCHASE PRICE OF THE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES, (3) APPLIES EVEN IF NI HAS BEEN
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF THE DAMAGES AND REGARDLESS OF WHETHER SUCH CLAIMS ARE FOUNDED IN WHOLE
OR IN PART UPON ALLEGED OR ACTUAL NEGLIGENCE OF NI, AND (4) REGARDLESS OF WHETHER SUCH DAMAGES ARE
BASED IN CONTRACT, WARRANTY, STRICT LIABILITY, NEGLIGENCE, TORT, OR OTHERWISE. TO THE EXTENT THE
FOREGOING LIMITATION OF LIABILITY IS UNENFORCEABLE OR FAILS OF ITS ESSENTIAL PURPOSE, THE SOLE LIABILITY OF
NI TO CUSTOMER SHALL BE LIMITED TO $50,000 (USD).

16. FORCE MAJEURE. NI shall not be responsible for any delay or failure to perform due to any cause beyond its reasonable control,
including but not limited to acts of nature or governments; interruptions of telecommunications, power or transportation; failure of
contractors or suppliers; or inability to obtain necessary labor or materials ("Force Majeure Event"). In the event of a Force Majeure Event,
NI reserves the right to cancel the applicable order without any liability to Customer.

17. EXPORT AND SANCTIONS LAWS AND COMPLIANCE. Products (which, for purposes of this Section, shall include the software and
technology incorporated in or supplied with a Product and Service) purchased from NI are subject to control under the U.S. Export
Administration Regulations (15 CFR Part 730 et. seq.) administered by the U.S. Department of Commerce's Bureau of Industry and
Security ("BIS") (www.bis.doc.gov) and other applicable U.S. export control laws and sanctions regulations, including those administered
by the U.S. Treasury Department's Office of Foreign Assets Control ("OFAC") (www.treas.gov/ofac). In addition, Products distributed from
NI's distribution center in Europe are subject to control under the European Union ("EU") Council Regulation No. 428/2009 and their
export or intra-EU transfer may also be subject to additional licensing requirements under European Union Council Regulation No.
428/2009 and its implementing regulations. Products may not be exported or re-exported to any country where sanctions are imposed by
the U.S. government (which currently includes Cuba, Iran, North Korea, Republic of Sudan and Syria but which may be modified by the
U.S. government from time to time). Customer agrees it will comply with the export laws and trade sanctions of all applicable countries
and will not export, re-export or transfer Products purchased from NI without the required license(s), including an export or re-export
license issued by the U.S. authorities, or to any prohibited destination or for a prohibited end-use. Products may also require export
license(s) issued by the applicable authorities before being returned to NI. The issuance of a Quote, a sales order acknowledgment, or an
RMA by NI is not an export license. Customer represents and warrants it is not ineligible or otherwise restricted by U.S. or applicable law
to receive Products and it will not export, re-export, or provide Products to any person or entity on OFAC's List of Specially Designated
Nationals or on BIS's Denied Persons List, Entity List or Unverified List or any other applicable restricted party list. NI reserves the right to
refuse and/or cancel any order if, at any time, NI believes that any export controls or trade sanctions laws may be violated. See
ni.com/legal/export-compliance for more information.

18. GOVERNING LAW. This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Texas, U.S.A., without regard to principles of conflicts
of laws. The parties submit to the personal jurisdiction of the state and federal courts in Travis County, Texas. The parties expressly agree
that the provisions of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Products will not apply to this Agreement.

19. LIMITATION PERIOD. NI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM ARISING UNDER THIS AGREEMENT BROUGHT MORE THAN
TWO YEARS AFTER THE CAUSE OF ACTION FOR SUCH CLAIM FIRST AROSE.

20. UPDATES. NI reserves the right to update this Agreement at any time, effective upon posting an updated version at
ni.com/legal/termsofsale; however, the terms and conditions in effect at the time of purchase shall apply to that purchase of Products or
Services.

21. GENERAL TERMS. This Agreement, and any terms incorporated herein by reference, constitutes the entire Agreement between the
parties with respect to the subject matter hereof and supersedes all prior understandings or agreements, whether written or oral, with
respect to that subject matter. Customer acknowledges reading this Agreement, understands these terms, and agrees to be bound by
them. This Agreement may not be altered, supplemented, or amended by the use of any other document unless otherwise agreed in
writing by NI. No delay or failure by NI to exercise any right it has under this Agreement shall impair or be construed as a waiver of such
right. A waiver of any provision of this Agreement must be in writing and shall not be construed as a waiver or modification of any other
term hereof, or as a continuing waiver of any provision. The term 'including' as used in the Agreement should be construed as 'including
without limitation'. If any part, term, or provision of this Agreement is held illegal, unenforceable, or in conflict with any applicable and
enforceable law, the validity of the remaining portions or provisions of this Agreement shall not be affected. The doctrine that any
ambiguity contained in a contract shall be construed against the party whose counsel has drafted the contract is expressly waived by each
of the parties with respect to this Agreement.

November 1, 2012
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Quotation No.: 2328619

National Instruments Canada | 111 Peter Street | Suite 801 | Toronto, ON M5V 2H1 | Orders: (800) 667-5347 Fax: (450) 510-3056 | Upon placing order please see invoice for remit
to address.

David Michelson
University of British Columbia
Electrical And Computer Engineering
2332 Main Mall
VANCOUVER, British Columbia V6T 1Z4
CANADA

Quotation Date: 11-JUL-2016
Quote Valid Until: 10-AUG-2016
Phone: (604) 8223544
Fax: 1604 822-5949
Contact No: 1006907L

Quotation No. 2328619
To ensure order accuracy and pricing, please reference the above quote number when placing your order.  For faster order processing, check out online  

with a purchase order (PO) or credit card.
CAD List Price: $1360123.40; Academic Price: $1242820.90; CFI In-Kind Contribution: $187098.40 (15.05%); Total: $1055722.50 

 

 

Line No. Part Number Description Qty. Unit Price  Discount Amount
 

1 865019-06 mmWave Transceiver Bundle & Baseband & 
IF MIMO Bidirectional Link
 
Contact Customer Service for Availability
Country of Origin: Malaysia

1 447,645.00
402,880.50

 

10.00% 402,880.50

2 960680-100 NI Standard Service Program for Hardware 
Includes coverage for repair service
 
Contact Customer Service for Availability
Duration: 5 Year(s)
For PN 865019-06
25% multiyear discount applied.

1 71,623.20
0.00

 

100.00% 0.00

 

3 784458-01 NI 3647, 71-76 GHz mmWave TX Adapter, 
High Power620
 
Contact Customer Service for Availability
Country of Origin: USA

4 38,065.00
34,258.50

 

10.00% 137,034.00

4 960680-100 NI Standard Service Program for Hardware 
Includes coverage for repair service
 
Contact Customer Service for Availability
Duration: 5 Year(s)
For PN 784458-01
25% multiyear discount applied.

4 6,090.40
0.00

 

100.00% 0.00

 

5 784459-01 NI 3657 71-16 GHz mmWave RX Adapter
 
Contact Customer Service for Availability
Country of Origin: USA

4 31,975.00
28,777.50

 

10.00% 115,110.00

6 960680-100 NI Standard Service Program for Hardware 
Includes coverage for repair service
 
Contact Customer Service for Availability
Duration: 5 Year(s)
For PN 784459-01
25% multiyear discount applied.

4 5,116.00
0.00

 

100.00% 0.00

 

7 865029-01 mmWave Transceiver Bundle - MIMO Coding 
Bundle
 
Contact Customer Service for Availability
Country of Origin: Malaysia

2 220,780.00
198,702.00

 

10.00% 397,404.00

http://sine.ni.com/apps/utf8/niwq.rq2?p_qid=6020703191F96E67&p_qno=C3C02917372DE4E2&p_site=NIC
http://sine.ni.com/nips/cds/view/p/lang/en/nid/213722
http://sine.ni.com/nips/cds/view/p/lang/en/nid/213722
http://sine.ni.com/nips/cds/view/p/lang/en/nid/213722
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Quotation No.: 2328619

National Instruments Canada | 111 Peter Street | Suite 801 | Toronto, ON M5V 2H1 | Orders: (800) 667-5347 Fax: (450) 510-3056 | Upon placing order please see invoice for remit
to address.

Line No. Part Number Description Qty. Unit Price  Discount Amount

8 960680-100 NI Standard Service Program for Hardware 
Includes coverage for repair service
 
Contact Customer Service for Availability
Duration: 5 Year(s)
For PN 865029-01
25% multiyear discount applied.

2 35,324.80
0.00

 

100.00% 0.00

 

9 784577-01 Cable Assembly, EPLSP Digital, IF/LO to 
mmWave Adapter, Dual- Channel
 
Contact Customer Service for Availability
Country of Origin: USA

2 1,830.00
1,647.00

 

10.00% 3,294.00

 

Sub-Total: $ 1,360,123.40 22.38% $ 1,055,722.50

Shipping and Handling: $ 266.84

Total: $ 1,055,989.34

Currency quoted in: Canadian Dollars
Note: Taxes are extra and will be reflected on your Billing Invoice

To ensure the highest quality service in order processing and support after delivery, please provide end-user information with your purchase order.
 
Additional Information:

• Payment Terms: Net 30
• Freight Terms: NI Weight Based Shipping

 
Country of origin is subject to change. Actual country of origin is provided on the commercial invoice, pack slip and product label.

All sales are subject to the enclosed National Instruments terms and conditions of quotation and sale. National Instruments shall not be bound by any 
conflicting or additional Terms and Conditions.  Standard shipping dates are based on product availability at time of quotation and are subject to change 
without notice.  Not all products produced by National Instruments are made in the U.S.A.

Quantity discounts are contingent on the products being used (1) within your own organization or (2) in an OEM/VAR application that is defined in an 
OEM/VAR agreement or approved by an NI manager.  If the products are not part of an OEM/VAR agreement, a puchase order for the total quantity must be
received.  Universities may receive an educational discount.

Yours sincerely,
National Instruments Canada

Amine Maher

http://sine.ni.com/nips/cds/view/p/lang/en/nid/213722


NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS
TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE

The terms and conditions detailed herein ("Agreement") apply to your ("Customer") purchase from NI of NI hardware ("Hardware"), licenses to use
NI software ("Software"), and Non-NI Branded Products (collectively the "Product(s)"), as well as NI hardware and software services and support
("Services"). NI means the National Instruments affiliate identified on the Quote, order acknowledgement, or invoice, or in the absence of an
identified National Instruments affiliate, then National Instruments Corporation. THIS AGREEMENT SHALL APPLY UNLESS CUSTOMER AND NI
HAVE ENTERED INTO A SEPARATE SIGNED AGREEMENT APPLICABLE TO THE PURCHASE OF THE PRODUCTS OR SERVICES. By
placing an order with NI, Customer agrees to be bound by the terms of this Agreement. NI EXPRESSLY OBJECTS TO AND REJECTS ANY
TERMS AND CONDITIONS IN CUSTOMER'S PURCHASE ORDER OR OTHER SIMILAR DOCUMENT. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE WITH THESE
TERMS, PROMPTLY NOTIFY NI AND RETURN THE PRODUCT UNUSED IN ITS ORIGINAL PACKAGING TO NI.

1. PRICES AND ORDERS. Prices are set forth in the quotation issued to Customer ("Quote"). All Quotes expire thirty (30) days from date of
issuance, unless otherwise stated in the Quote. All orders are subject to acceptance at the sole discretion of NI. Orders will be considered
accepted once NI books an order and sends Customer a sales order acknowledgement. NI shall not be bound by changes to an order
unless agreed by NI in writing. NI reserves the right to cancel any order if any information provided by Customer to NI is inaccurate.

2. PAYMENT AND INVOICING. Payment is due at the time the order is placed. If Customer is approved for credit, payment shall be due
within thirty (30) days from the date of invoice ("Invoice Date"). Payment shall be in the currency listed on the NI invoice. All sums not paid
when due shall accrue interest daily at a monthly rate of the lesser of 1.5% or the highest rate permissible by law. If there are multiple un
its in an order, each unit will be invoiced when shipped.

3. DELIVERY, TITLE and RISK OF LOSS. Title and risk of loss to Products (for Software, the media) shall pass to Customer upon shipment
from NI, its warehouses, or its affiliated companies; provided however, NI retains a security interest and right of possession in the
Products until Customer makes payment in full. For orders to be delivered within the same country as the NI entity accepting the order, NI
will arrange the shipping; however, Customer is responsible for all shipping and handling fees set forth in the invoice. If Customer chooses
to arrange for shipping or if the order is placed with an NI entity outside the country of the applicable shipping destination, Customer is
responsible for all shipping and handling, including fees, customs, formalities and clearance. Shipment dates provided by NI are estimates
only, and NI shall have no liability for losses or claims resulting from late delivery of Products. Claims for shipment shortage shall be deem
ed waived unless presented to NI in writing within forty-five (45) days of Invoice Date.

4. TAXES. Prices exclude, and Customer is responsible for, any sales, use, service, value added, and like taxes ("Taxes") arising from the
purchase of the Products and Services. If Customer is exempt from any Taxes, it must provide NI with the appropriate tax exemption
documentation at the time the order is placed.

5. SOFTWARE. Software is licensed pursuant to the software license agreements provided with the software or, in the absence of such
license agreements, the National Instruments Software License Agreement available at ni.com/legal at the time of purchase. All software
is licensed, not sold, and title to the software remains with the applicable licensor(s).

6. NON-NI BRANDED PRODUCTS. Non-NI Branded Products that NI resells may not be testable or repairable by NI, and it may be
necessary for Customer to contact the manufacturer or the publisher for service. NI does not warrant, has no obligation to support, and
shall have no liability for Non-NI Branded Products. The Limited Warranty and NI Intellectual Property Liability sections of this Agreement
do not apply to the sale and purchase of Non-NI Branded Products. "Non-NI Branded Product(s)" means any third-party hardware,
software, or service that NI sells, but does not carry an NI mark.

7. SERVICES. Services provided by NI are also subject to any service agreements or statements of work agreed upon in writing by the
parties or, as applicable, to the NI service terms and conditions, available at ni.com/legal/serviceterms.

8. RETURN POLICY. Customer may return standard Products within thirty (30) days of the Invoice Date. NI reserves the right to charge
Customer a fifteen percent (15%) restocking fee for any Products returned to NI. No returns will be accepted after the thirty (30) day pe
riod has expired. A Return Material Authorization (RMA) number is required for Customer to return any Products. Acceptance of returns of
customized Products and Non-NI Branded Products is in the sole discretion of NI.

9. LIMITED WARRANTY. For a period of one (1) year from the Invoice Date, NI warrants that its Hardware will be free of defects in
materials and workmanship that cause the Hardware to fail to substantially conform to the applicable NI published specifications. For a
period of ninety (90) days from the Invoice Date, NI warrants that the Software (i) will perform substantially in accordance with the
applicable documentation provided with the Software and (ii) the Software media will be free from defects in materials and workmanship.
NI warrants that the Services will be performed in a good and workmanlike manner. If NI receives notice of a defect or non-conformance
during the applicable warranty period, NI will, in its discretion: (i) repair or replace the affected Hardware or Software, (ii) re-perform the
affected Services, or (iii) refund the fees paid for the affected Hardware, Software or Services. Repaired or replaced Hardware or Software
will be warranted for the remainder of the original warranty period or ninety (90) days, whichever is longer. If NI elects to repair or replace
Hardware, NI may use new or refurbished parts or products that are equivalent to new in performance and reliability and are at least
functionally equivalent to the original part or Hardware. Customer must obtain an RMA number from NI before returning any Hardware
under warranty to NI. Customer will pay shipping expenses to send the affected Hardware to NI, and NI will pay shipping expenses to
return the Hardware to the Customer. If NI concludes, after examining and testing returned Hardware, that it is not covered by the Limited
Warranty, NI will notify Customer and return the Hardware at Customer's expense. NI reserves the right to charge a fee for examining and
testing Hardware not covered by the Limited Warranty. This Limited Warranty does not apply if the defect of the Hardware or Software

http://www.ni.com/legal


resulted from improper or inadequate maintenance, installation, repair, or calibration (performed by a party other than NI); unauthorized
modification; improper environment; use of an improper hardware or software key; improper use or operation outside of the specification
for the Hardware or Software; improper voltages; accident, abuse, or neglect; or a hazard such as lightning, flood, or other act of nature.
THE REMEDIES SET FORTH ABOVE ARE EXCLUSIVE AND THE CUSTOMER'S SOLE REMEDIES, AND SHALL APPLY EVEN IF
SUCH REMEDIES FAIL OF THEIR ESSENTIAL PURPOSE.

10. NO OTHER WARRANTIES. EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, PRODUCTS AND SERVICES ARE P
ROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND AND NI DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, WITH
RESPECT TO THE PRODUCTS OR SERVICES, INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT, AND ANY WARRANTIES THAT MAY ARISE FROM USAGE OF TRADE
OR COURSE OF DEALING. NI DOES NOT WARRANT, GUARANTEE, OR MAKE ANY REPRESENTATIONS REGARDING THE USE
OF OR THE RESULTS OF THE USE OF THE PRODUCTS OR SERVICES IN TERMS OF CORRECTNESS, ACCURACY, RELIAB
ILITY, OR OTHERWISE. NI DOES NOT WARRANT THAT THE OPERATION OF THE PRODUCTS WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED OR
ERROR FREE.

11. WARNING AND CUSTOMER INDEMNITY. CUSTOMER UNDERSTANDS AND ACKNOWLEDGES THAT PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
ARE NOT DESIGNED, MANUFACTURED, OR TESTED FOR USE IN LIFE OR SAFETY CRITICAL SYSTEMS, HAZARDOUS
ENVIRONMENTS OR ANY OTHER ENVIRONMENTS REQUIRING FAIL-SAFE PERFORMANCE, INCLUDING IN THE OPERATION OF
NUCLEAR FACILITIES; AIRCRAFT NAVIGATION; AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL SYSTEMS; LIFE SAVING OR LIFE SUSTAINING
SYSTEMS OR SUCH OTHER MEDICAL DEVICES; OR ANY OTHER APPLICATION IN WHICH THE FAILURE OF THE PRODUCT OR
SERVICE COULD LEAD TO DEATH, PERSONAL INJURY, SEVERE PROPERTY DAMAGE OR ENVIRONMENTAL HARM (COL
LECTIVELY, "HIGH-RISK USES"). FURTHER, CUSTOMER MUST TAKE PRUDENT STEPS TO PROTECT AGAINST PRODUCT AND
SERVICE FAILURES, INCLUDING PROVIDING BACK-UP AND SHUT-DOWN MECHANISMS. NI EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ANY EXP
RESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY OF FITNESS OF THE PRODUCTS OR SERVICES FOR HIGH-RISK USES. CUSTOMER SHALL
DEFEND, INDEMNIFY, AND HOLD NI HARMLESS FROM ANY AND ALL CLAIMS, LOSSES, DAMAGES, ACTIONS, INCLUDING,
LAWSUITS, ARBITRATIONS, AND/OR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIONS, AND EXPENSES (INCLUDING REASONABLE ATTORNEYS'
FEES) ARISING OUT OF CUSTOMER'S USE OF THE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES FOR ANY HIGH-RISK USES, INCLUDING
CLAIMS FOR PRODUCT LIABILITY, PERSONAL INJURY (INCLUDING DEATH) OR DAMAGE TO PROPERTY, REGARDLESS OF
WHETHER SUCH CLAIMS ARE FOUNDED IN WHOLE OR IN PART UPON ALLEGED OR ACTUAL NEGLIGENCE OF NI.

12. SYSTEM AND APPLICATION RESPONSIBILITY AND ADDITIONAL INDEMNITY. CUSTOMER ACKNOWLEDGES THAT IT IS
ULTIMATELY RESPONSIBLE FOR VERIFYING AND VALIDATING THE SUITABILITY AND RELIABILITY OF THE PRODUCTS OR
SERVICES WHENEVER THE PRODUCTS OR SERVICES ARE INCORPORATED IN ITS SYSTEM OR APPLICATION, INCLUDING
THE APPROPRIATE DESIGN, PROCESS, AND SAFETY LEVEL OF SUCH SYSTEM OR APPLICATION. FURTHER, CUSTOMER
MUST TAKE PRUDENT STEPS TO PROTECT AGAINST PRODUCT AND SERVICE FAILURES WHEN PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
ARE INCORPORATED IN A SYSTEM OR APPLICATION, INCLUDING PROVIDING BACK-UP AND SHUT-DOWN MECHANISMS.
CUSTOMER SHALL DEFEND, INDEMNIFY, AND HOLD NI HARMLESS FROM ANY AND ALL CLAIMS, LOSSES, DAMAGES,
ACTIONS, INCLUDING LAWSUITS, ARBITRATIONS, AND/OR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIONS, AND EXPENSES (INCLUDING
REASONABLE ATTORNEYS' FEES) ARISING OUT OF CUSTOMER'S INCORPORATION OF THE PRODUCTS OR SERVICES INTO
ITS SYSTEM OR APPLICATION, REGARDLESS OF WHETHER SUCH CLAIMS ARE FOUNDED IN WHOLE OR IN PART UPON
ALLEGED OR ACTUAL NEGLIGENCE OF NI.

13. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LIABILITY. NI agrees to defend any third-party claim that alleges the Hardware, Software or Services
infringe any U.S. patent, copyright, or trademark ("Claim"). Customer shall notify NI immediately upon learning of any Claim, or any
allegation that the grounds for a Claim may exist, shall grant NI sole control over the defense and settlement of the Claim, and shall
cooperate fully with NI in preparing a defense for any Claim. NI agrees to pay any final judgment or settlement resulting from any Claim,
provided that the settlement is entered into in accordance with this Section. NI shall not be liable for a settlement made without its prior
written consent. Notwithstanding the foregoing, NI shall have no obligation under this Section for any claim relating to or arising from (a)
Customer's modifications of Hardware, Software or Services; (b) failure to use Hardware, Software or Services in accordance with the
applicable documentation provided by NI; (c) the combination, operation, or use of Hardware, Software or Services with any hardware,
software or service not provided by NI; (d) the compliance of NI with Customer's specifications or directions, including the incorporation of
any software or other materials provided by or requested by Customer; or (e) Non-NI Branded Products. The foregoing states the Custom
er's sole remedy for, and the entire liability and responsibility of NI for, infringement of any patent, trademark, or copyright or other
intellectual property rights. THIS LIMITED INDEMNITY IS IN LIEU OF ANY OTHER STATUTORY OR IMPLIED WARRANTY AGAINST
INFRINGEMENT. In any event, if NI believes in its reasonable opinion the Hardware, Software, or Services may be alleged to be
infringing, for the purposes of mitigating any potential damages, NI may, at its option, (i) procure for the Customer the right to continue to
use the Hardware, Software, or Services; (ii) replace them with comparable Hardware, Software or Services that are free of such infringe
ment; or (iii) refund the fees paid by Customer, in which case Customer shall promptly return the Hardware to NI and/or terminate the use
of the Software or Services.

14. PROPRIETARY RIGHTS. NI reserves all right, title, and interest in any intellectual property rights contained or embodied in Products, or
resulting from the Services, including any custom developments created or provided by NI under this Agreement. Nothing in this
Agreement will be deemed to grant to Customer any ownership rights in such intellectual property.

15. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. NI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR (I) SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, PUNITIVE, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THIS AGREEMENT OR THE PRODUCTS OR



SERVICES; OR (II) ANY DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH: (A) PRODUCTS OR SERVICES NOT BEING
AVAILABLE FOR USE, INCLUDING ANY COSTS OF OBTAINING SUBSTITUTE PRODUCTS OR SERVICES; (B) LOSS OF,
CORRUPTION OF, OR LOSS OF USE OF ANY PRODUCTS, HARDWARE, SOFTWARE OR DATA; (C) LOSS OF REVENUE, PROFIT,
OR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY; (D) BUSINESS INTERRUPTION OR DOWNTIME; OR (E) INABILITY TO ACHIEVE A PARTICULAR
RESULT, EVEN IF IT IS AT SUGGESTION MADE BY NI. TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE TOTAL
LIABILITY OF NI ARISING OUT OF, OR IN CONNECTION WITH THIS AGREEMENT OR THE PRODUCTS OR SERVICES, SHALL
NOT EXCEED THE AMOUNT OF THE FEES PAID BY CUSTOMER FOR THE SPECIFIC PRODUCT OR SERVICE GIVING RISE TO
SUCH CLAIM. THIS SECTION: (1) APPLIES TO NI AND ITS LICENSORS, DISTRIBUTORS, AND SUPPLIERS (INCLUDING ITS AND
THEIR DIRECTORS, OFFICERS, EMPLOYEES, AND AGENTS), (2) REFLECTS AN ALLOCATION OF RISK BETWEEN NI AND
CUSTOMER IN VIEW OF THE PURCHASE PRICE OF THE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES, (3) APPLIES EVEN IF NI HAS BEEN
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF THE DAMAGES AND REGARDLESS OF WHETHER SUCH CLAIMS ARE FOUNDED IN WHOLE
OR IN PART UPON ALLEGED OR ACTUAL NEGLIGENCE OF NI, AND (4) REGARDLESS OF WHETHER SUCH DAMAGES ARE
BASED IN CONTRACT, WARRANTY, STRICT LIABILITY, NEGLIGENCE, TORT, OR OTHERWISE. TO THE EXTENT THE
FOREGOING LIMITATION OF LIABILITY IS UNENFORCEABLE OR FAILS OF ITS ESSENTIAL PURPOSE, THE SOLE LIABILITY OF
NI TO CUSTOMER SHALL BE LIMITED TO $50,000 (USD).

16. FORCE MAJEURE. NI shall not be responsible for any delay or failure to perform due to any cause beyond its reasonable control,
including but not limited to acts of nature or governments; interruptions of telecommunications, power or transportation; failure of
contractors or suppliers; or inability to obtain necessary labor or materials ("Force Majeure Event"). In the event of a Force Majeure Event,
NI reserves the right to cancel the applicable order without any liability to Customer.

17. EXPORT AND SANCTIONS LAWS AND COMPLIANCE. Products (which, for purposes of this Section, shall include the software and
technology incorporated in or supplied with a Product and Service) purchased from NI are subject to control under the U.S. Export
Administration Regulations (15 CFR Part 730 et. seq.) administered by the U.S. Department of Commerce's Bureau of Industry and
Security ("BIS") (www.bis.doc.gov) and other applicable U.S. export control laws and sanctions regulations, including those administered
by the U.S. Treasury Department's Office of Foreign Assets Control ("OFAC") (www.treas.gov/ofac). In addition, Products distributed from
NI's distribution center in Europe are subject to control under the European Union ("EU") Council Regulation No. 428/2009 and their
export or intra-EU transfer may also be subject to additional licensing requirements under European Union Council Regulation No.
428/2009 and its implementing regulations. Products may not be exported or re-exported to any country where sanctions are imposed by
the U.S. government (which currently includes Cuba, Iran, North Korea, Republic of Sudan and Syria but which may be modified by the
U.S. government from time to time). Customer agrees it will comply with the export laws and trade sanctions of all applicable countries
and will not export, re-export or transfer Products purchased from NI without the required license(s), including an export or re-export
license issued by the U.S. authorities, or to any prohibited destination or for a prohibited end-use. Products may also require export
license(s) issued by the applicable authorities before being returned to NI. The issuance of a Quote, a sales order acknowledgment, or an
RMA by NI is not an export license. Customer represents and warrants it is not ineligible or otherwise restricted by U.S. or applicable law
to receive Products and it will not export, re-export, or provide Products to any person or entity on OFAC's List of Specially Designated
Nationals or on BIS's Denied Persons List, Entity List or Unverified List or any other applicable restricted party list. NI reserves the right to
refuse and/or cancel any order if, at any time, NI believes that any export controls or trade sanctions laws may be violated. See
ni.com/legal/export-compliance for more information.

18. GOVERNING LAW. This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Texas, U.S.A., without regard to principles of conflicts
of laws. The parties submit to the personal jurisdiction of the state and federal courts in Travis County, Texas. The parties expressly agree
that the provisions of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Products will not apply to this Agreement.

19. LIMITATION PERIOD. NI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM ARISING UNDER THIS AGREEMENT BROUGHT MORE THAN
TWO YEARS AFTER THE CAUSE OF ACTION FOR SUCH CLAIM FIRST AROSE.

20. UPDATES. NI reserves the right to update this Agreement at any time, effective upon posting an updated version at
ni.com/legal/termsofsale; however, the terms and conditions in effect at the time of purchase shall apply to that purchase of Products or
Services.

21. GENERAL TERMS. This Agreement, and any terms incorporated herein by reference, constitutes the entire Agreement between the
parties with respect to the subject matter hereof and supersedes all prior understandings or agreements, whether written or oral, with
respect to that subject matter. Customer acknowledges reading this Agreement, understands these terms, and agrees to be bound by
them. This Agreement may not be altered, supplemented, or amended by the use of any other document unless otherwise agreed in
writing by NI. No delay or failure by NI to exercise any right it has under this Agreement shall impair or be construed as a waiver of such
right. A waiver of any provision of this Agreement must be in writing and shall not be construed as a waiver or modification of any other
term hereof, or as a continuing waiver of any provision. The term 'including' as used in the Agreement should be construed as 'including
without limitation'. If any part, term, or provision of this Agreement is held illegal, unenforceable, or in conflict with any applicable and
enforceable law, the validity of the remaining portions or provisions of this Agreement shall not be affected. The doctrine that any
ambiguity contained in a contract shall be construed against the party whose counsel has drafted the contract is expressly waived by each
of the parties with respect to this Agreement.

November 1, 2012

http://www.bis.doc.gov/
http://www.treas.gov/ofac
http://www.ni.com/legal/termsofsale


                                                                               www.telepro-inc.com  
7107 route Transcanadienne, suite 423, St-Laurent, QC, Canada, H4T 1A2                   Tel: (514) 667-7061          Fax: (514) 448-1845 

 
January-18-2016 

 
To: Siamak Bonyadi, PhD 
Lab Manager 
Radio Science Lab - University of British Columbia 
2332 Main Mall  
Vancouver, BC, CANADA V6T 1Z4  
Cell: 604 499 6390 
Lab: 604 822-3980 
bonyadi@ece.ubc.ca 
 
Dear Siamak Bonyadi. As Farran Technology’s Canadian distributor, we are pleased to send the 
quotation below as the best package that can be offered to an educational customer: 
 
 
Telepro Quote HS-H1002 
 

Item 1 Transmitter :  72-77 GHz 
Specifications: 

 
As per attached Word document  
 
Ref “72_77_GHz_UpDown_UofBC.doc” 
 

 

Unit Price OPTION 1: USD 
$28,750.00 Quantity: 1 

 
Delivery: 90-120 Days ARO 
 

Unit Price OPTION 2: USD 
$25,000.00 Quantity: 1 

 
Delivery: 90-120 Days ARO 
 

NRE (Baseplate version) : 
USD $5,665.00 N/A N/A 

NRE (Packaged version) : 
USD $7,350.00 N/A N/A 

 
 
 

Item 2 Receiver : 72-77 GHz  
Specifications: 
 

 
As per attached Word document  
 
Ref 
“72_77_GHz_UpDown_UofBC.doc” 
 

 

Unit Price: USD  $23,750.00 Quantity: 1 Delivery: 90-120 Days ARO 
NRE (Baseplate version) : 
USD $5,665.00 N/A N/A 

NRE (Packaged version) : 
USD $7,350.00 N/A N/A 

mailto:bonyadi@ece.ubc.ca


                                                                               www.telepro-inc.com  
7107 route Transcanadienne, suite 423, St-Laurent, QC, Canada, H4T 1A2                   Tel: (514) 667-7061          Fax: (514) 448-1845 

 
 
Warranty: 1 year (workmanship and materials under normal use and service). 
 
Purchase order is non cancellable, non returnable, non schedulable  
Parts in stock are subject to prior sale 
Price Quoted in US$ Currency 
FOB St-Laurent, QC 
 
Prices are only valid for 30 days.  
 
If we are favored with this quotation, please issue your purchase order out to: 
Telepro Inc., 7107 route Transcanadienne, suite 423, St-Laurent, QC, Canada, H4T 1A2 
Attention:   Hamo Sahaguian 
email: hamo@telepro-inc.com    FAX: 514-448-1845 
 
 
For any questions, please communicate with the undersigned. 
 
Thank you. 
 
 

 Hamo Sahaguian 
Telepro 
email: hamo@telepro-inc.com 
telephone number: 514-667-7061 
fax number: 514-448-1845 
cell: 514-813-4614 
 

mailto:hamo@telepro-inc.com
mailto:hamo@telepro-inc.com


Rohde & Schwarz Canada Inc. 1 Hines Road, Suite 100 Kanata, Ontario, K2K 3C7
Phone: (613)592-8000, Fax: (613) 592-8009, www.rohde-schwarz.com

To:
University of British Columbia
Siamak Bonyadi
2357 Main Mall
Vancouver,British Columbia,
V6T 1Z4

Phone: 604-4996390
Fax:
Email: bonyadi@ece.ubc.ca

Date                     July 15, 2016

Quote:            801-005279.0
Valid until: August 14, 2016

Customer #: 169547
Customer Ref:

Payment
Terms:

 *upon
approved
credit

Net 30 with approved credit Shipping Terms: FOB Destination Ship via: FedEx IPD

Item Model
Description / Estimated Delivery (Weeks)

Part number Qty. Unit price
CAD

Total price
CAD

1 FSVA Signal Analyzer 1 pc.
Warranty item 1.1 - 1.10: 36 months
Warranty item 1.13: 12 months

Delivery time item 1.1 - 1.10: 4 weeks
Delivery time item 1.13: 4 weeks

1.1 FSVA30 1321.3008.31 1 pc. 74,111.00
 - 20.00 %

74,111.00
59,288.80Signal analyzer 10 Hz to 30 GHz

-154 dBm to +30 dBm
Phase noise at 1 GHz -114 dBc/Hz @10kHz
offset (YIG preselector bypass
available as option)

1.2 FSV-B1 1310.9500.02 1 pc. 466.00
 - 20.00 %

466.00
372.80Option: Ruggedized housing with

adjustable carrying handle
(not retrofittable, not for
rack mounting)

1.3 FSV-B4 1310.9522.02 1 pc. 2,528.00
 - 20.00 %

2,528.00
2,022.40Option: OCXO, precision frequency

reference
Aging per year: 0.1 ppm
Temp. drift: 0.1 ppm (5 to 45 °C)

This offer is subject to and limited to the terms and conditions contained on the face hereof and the terms and conditions of the agreement identified above or, if no such agreement is so
identified, the Rohde & Schwarz Terms and Conditions of Sale, following on a separate page. In case of conflict, the order of precedence will be 1) terms appearing on the face of this document
and 2) the terms and conditions of the agreement identified above or the Rohde & Schwarz Terms and Conditions of Sale, whichever is applicable. No additional or different terms listed or
referenced on your purchase order will apply.

Page 1 of 5

http://www.rohde-schwarz.com/product/fsva.html
http://www.rohde-schwarz.com/product/fsva.html


Rohde & Schwarz Canada Inc. 1 Hines Road, Suite 100 Kanata, Ontario, K2K 3C7
Phone: (613) 592-8000, Fax: (613) 592-8009, www.rohde-schwarz.com

 Quote: 801-005279.0
 Date July 15, 2016

Item Model
Description / Estimated Delivery (Weeks)

Part number Qty. Unit price
CAD

Total price
CAD

1.4 FSV-B9 1310.9545.02 1 pc. 6,734.00
 - 20.00 %

6,734.00
5,387.20Tracking generator:

for R&S®FSV7/13/30/40 (100 kHz-7 GHz);
for R&S®ESR7 (  9 kHz-7 GHz);
for R&S®FSV3 (100 kHz-3,6 GHz);
for R&S®ESR3 (  9 kHz-3,6 GHz);

1.5 FSVA-B11 1321.3714.30 1 pc. 5,371.00
 - 20.00 %

5,371.00
4,296.80Microwave preselector bypass for

wideband demodulation above 7 GHz,
only for R&S®FSVA30
(hardware option)

1.6 FSV-B24 1310.9616.30 1 pc. 9,440.00
 - 20.00 %

9,440.00
7,552.00RF preamplifier 9kHz to 30GHz

(for R&S® FSV30 only)
not installable post factory

1.7 FSV-B25 1310.9622.02 1 pc. 3,734.00
 - 20.00 %

3,734.00
2,987.20Electronic attenuator, 1 dB steps

(software license)

1.8 FSV-B160 1311.2015.40 1 pc. 26,236.00
 - 20.00 %

26,236.00
20,988.80Extension to 160MHz

signal analysis bandwidth,
for R&S®FSV30 and R&S®FSV40,
not for FSV40 model .39
retrofittable in Rohde & Schwarz service
(hardware option)

1.9 FSV-K30 1310.8355.02 1 pc. 8,248.00
 - 20.00 %

8,248.00
6,598.40Noise figure and gain measurements

(Preamplifier R&S®FSV-B22 or
R&S®FSV-B24 required)

1.10 FSV-K40 1310.8403.02 1 pc. 6,289.00
 - 20.00 %

6,289.00
5,031.20Phase noise measurement application

1.11 FSV-B30 1310.9897.02 1 pc. 994.00
 - 20.00 %

994.00
795.20DC power supply for 12V supply voltage,

input operating range 10V to 15V;
for R&S®FSV3/7/13/30/40,
(hardware option)

Warranty: 12 months

This offer is subject to and limited to the terms and conditions contained on the face hereof and the terms and conditions of the agreement identified above or, if no such agreement is so
identified, the Rohde & Schwarz Terms and Conditions of Sale, following on a separate page. In case of conflict, the order of precedence will be 1) terms appearing on the face of this document
and 2) the terms and conditions of the agreement identified above or the Rohde & Schwarz Terms and Conditions of Sale, whichever is applicable. No additional or different terms listed or
referenced on your purchase order will apply.

Page 2 of 5



Rohde & Schwarz Canada Inc. 1 Hines Road, Suite 100 Kanata, Ontario, K2K 3C7
Phone: (613) 592-8000, Fax: (613) 592-8009, www.rohde-schwarz.com

 Quote: 801-005279.0
 Date July 15, 2016

Item Model
Description / Estimated Delivery (Weeks)

Part number Qty. Unit price
CAD

Total price
CAD

1.12 FSV-B32 1321.3750.02 1 pc. 4,213.00
 - 20.00 %

4,213.00
3,370.40LI-Ion battery pack,

for R&S®FSV and R&S®ESRP
(hardware option); charging
requires option R&S®FSV-B34

Warranty: 12 months

Delivery time: 2 weeks

1.13 FSV-B34 1321.3950.02 1 pc. 2,371.00
 - 20.00 %

2,371.00
1,896.80Charger

for Li-Ion battery pack R&S®FSV-B32,
for R&S®FSV and R&S®ESR
(hardware option)

Position price (1) for 1 pc. 150,735.00
 - 20.00 % -30,147.00

120,588.00

Total price net CAD 120,588.00
Price before applicable sales tax

Essential technical modifications may make it necessary to replace certain items ordered by the customer with new successor items. In this case,
the customer agrees to the modification of the subject matter of the contract even after placement of the order, provided that the agreed terms

and conditions are retained and that the successor item complies with the technical specifications of the item ordered by the customer.

+ Availability in weeks is an estimate only: a firm lead time commitment is determined at time of order receipt, and will be listed on the order acknowledgment.

Mr. Pui-Him Wai Customer Service
RSA.quotes@rsa.rohde-schwarz.com

Submit Purchase Orders To:
sales.rsc@rohde-schwarz.com

Rohde & Schwarz Canada Inc.
1 Hines Road, Suite 100
Kanata, Ontario, K2K 3C7
Fax: (613) 592-8009

Account Manager

Phone: 604 944 8225 410.910.8046
Fax: 613 592 8009 410.910.7825
Cell: 604-377-2255
EMail: Pui-Him.Wai@rohde-schwarz.com

This offer is subject to and limited to the terms and conditions contained on the face hereof and the terms and conditions of the agreement identified above or, if no such agreement is so
identified, the Rohde & Schwarz Terms and Conditions of Sale, following on a separate page. In case of conflict, the order of precedence will be 1) terms appearing on the face of this document
and 2) the terms and conditions of the agreement identified above or the Rohde & Schwarz Terms and Conditions of Sale, whichever is applicable. No additional or different terms listed or
referenced on your purchase order will apply.

Page 3 of 5



Rohde & Schwarz Canada Inc. 1 Hines Road, Suite 100 Kanata, Ontario, K2K 3C7
Phone: (613) 592-8000, Fax: (613) 592-8009, www.rohde-schwarz.com

TERMS AND CONDITION OF SALE 03/2012 Quote: 801-005279.0

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE 03/2012

This offer is subject to and limited to the terms and conditions contained on the face hereof and the terms and conditions of the agreement identified above or, if no such agreement is so
identified, the Rohde & Schwarz Terms and Conditions of Sale, following on a separate page. In case of conflict, the order of precedence will be 1) terms appearing on the face of this document
and 2) the terms and conditions of the agreement identified above or the Rohde & Schwarz Terms and Conditions of Sale, whichever is applicable. No additional or different terms listed or
referenced on your purchase order will apply.

Page 4 of 5

1. THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS CONTROL THE AGREEMENT:  The Buyer's purchase order confirms acceptance of the Rohde &
Schwarz Canada  Inc. (RSC) offer  to deliver  products  and/or  services (“Products”) according  to these  terms,  and  such additional or
different terms as stated in the RSC quotation.   Any terms or conditions of the Buyer's order, or contained in any other communication
from the Buyer, which are inconsistent with or in addition to the terms and conditions contained herein shall not be binding on either party
unless expressly accepted  in writing by RSC.   RSC's failure to object  to any provisions  contained in verbal  or written communications
from the Buyer shall not be the acceptance thereof or a waiver of these terms and conditions.

2. DELIVERY, TITLE AND RISK OF LOSS:  Delivery shall  be FOB Buyer ’s designated ship to location in Canada (“Destination”),
unless otherwise stated in the quotation.    Orders for Products must specify delivery within 180 days from purchase order date unless
otherwise  stated in the quotation. Title and risk of loss will pass to Buyer in accordance with the stated Shipment Terms in the quotation.
Acceptance by Buyer is presumed unless Buyer notifies RSC in writing within 10 days after delivery that the Products are non-conforming
(“Acceptance”).  RSC will make  a reasonable  effort  to  meet  the  Buyer ’s requirements  as to  time  of  delivery  and volume  of  Products.
Partial deliveries are permitted.   If  RSC is unable to meet the Buyer’s delivery requirements, including the firm delivery date, alternative
arrangements may be agreed.  In the absence of such agreement, the Buyer ’s sole remedy is the  right to cancel its order.

3. PAYMENT AND SECURITY INTEREST:  RSC payment terms, conditional on approved credit, are net 30 days from date of invoice
unless otherwise stated in writing by RSC.  An order for a System, that includes Products configured to Buyer requirements, with a price
of more  than  $100,000   must be accompanied  by a non-interest  bearing  down  payment  equal  to 30%  of the  purchase  price  plus
applicable taxes.  RSC has the  right  to  modify  the  payment  terms  after  an  order  has been accepted  if,  in  RSC's opinion, the  payment
record or financial condition of the Buyer so warrants, or if  RSC otherwise has grounds to feel insecure about receiving  payment.   Any
dispute about  the  quality  or condition,  performance  or functioning  of  Products  supplied,  or otherwise in  connection  with the  terms  and
conditions set out  herein,  shall  not  entitle  the  Buyer  to  refuse  to  pay  for the  Products.   Late  payments  shall  be  subject  to  an  interest
charge of 1.5% per month on the unpaid balance. RSC reserves a security interest in the Products, and any products or proceeds thereof
until payment  in full has been received by RSC.  RSC may perfect  its security  interest  by any necessary filings in public registers,  and
Buyer shall cooperate therewith as required by law until payment in full, for the Products sold and any other amounts owed by Buyer to
RSC, has been received.

4. PRICES AND TAXES:  Prices are  quoted  FOB Destination,   unless  otherwise stated  in  the  quotation.  Any sales  or use tax  shall  be
borne by the  Buyer  and  unless  collected  by  RSC,  shall  be  paid  by  the  Buyer  directly  to the  relevant  government  authorities.  Unless
otherwise stated on the quotation, all RSC quotations are valid for thirty (30) days from issuance.

5. RESCHEDULING, CANCELLATION & RESTOCKING: A request to reschedule or cancel an order must be made in writing to RSC and
received no  later  than  45  days  before  the  scheduled  ship  date.   RSC may  refuse  or accept  the  request,  with or without  charging  the
rescheduling/cancellation fee of 5% of the order value for the affected Product.  A request to reschedule a shipment cannot exceed 180
days from the original purchase order date.
A request  to  return a Product  must  be made in writing to  RSC and received  no later  than 30 days after  receipt  of  Product.   RSC may
refuse or accept  the request,  with or without charging the restocking  fee of  15% of the net order value for the Product being returned.
The original packaging  must  be  unopened,  and Buyer  must  follow RSC return instructions.   The return of  spare parts  are subject  to  a
$100 restocking charge per order.  Freight pre-paid or service completed by RSC is not refundable.

6. EXCUSABLE DELAYS:  RSC shall not be liable for nondelivery or delay if directly or indirectly caused by fires, floods, accidents, riots,
war, governmental interference or embargoes, strikes or shortage of labor, or other difficulties (whether or not similar in nature to any of
those specified) beyond its reasonable control, or if performance would cause RSC to incur unreasonable expense. Delivery shall be
suspended so long as any such causes delay performance.    RSC agrees to make, and the Buyer agrees to accept, deliveries whenever
such causes no longer exists.  If such cause continues for more than 180 Days the order may be cancelled.

7. INDEMNITY:  At its expense,  RSC will settle  or defend  and  pay  all  damages  and costs finally awarded in  any action  brought  against
Buyer to the extent that it is based on a claim that the Product infringes any patent, copyright, or other intellectual property right of a third
party in the country of delivery, provided Buyer promptly gives RSC the notice, authority and assistance necessary to defend or settle the
claim and  the  infringement  does  not  arise  out  of compliance  with  the  Buyer's  specifications,  or a combination  with  or an  addition  to
products not  supplied  by RSC, or from  a modification  after  delivery.   If any  Product  is in  RSC's opinion  likely  to cause  a claim  of
infringement, RSC at its option  and  expense  may  procure  for Buyer  the  right  to continue  using  the  Product,  or modify  it to make  it
noninfringing, or replace it  with a substantially  equivalent noninfringing Product,  or recall  it  and grant Buyer a credit  for the depreciated
value of the Product after it is returned to RSC.  Upon such recall, RSC shall have no further obligation or liability relating to the infringing
Product other than the obligation to defend or settle the infringement claim as set forth above.

8. SOFTWARE:  The  Buyer  will not  acquire  title  to  any  software  incorporated  in,  accompanying,  or delivered  for use with the  Products.
RSC grants  a perpetual  nonexclusive  license to  use such software on one unit  of  Product.   RSC may terminate the license if  licensee
(Buyer) discloses the software to others who are using the Product without RSC's written consent.   Back-up copies of the software may
be made for archiving purposes or for purposes expressly authorized by RSC, and licensee may sublicense the software in the event of
transfer of  said one unit  of Product.   All copies must  bear the copyright notes as the original.  Disassembly,  recompilation and reverse
engineering of any software is strictly prohibited.
The above  provisions  shall  also  apply  to any  modifications  or supplements  made  to the  software  or associated  documentation.   The
Buyer undertakes, in the event of a resale of Product and/or software, to impose the above obligations on its customer.
RSC reserves any other rights to the software and the documentation.

9. WARRANTY:  RSC warrants  each  Product  manufactured  by  Rohde  & Schwarz to  be  free  from  defects  in  material  and  workmanship
under normal use and service. Software is warranted to operate in accordance with its programmed instructions on appropriate Products.
It is not  warranted to be  error free.  The  warranty  period  shall  be  one  year  from  the  date  of Acceptance.  RSC's obligation under  this
warranty is limited to repairing  or replacing  a Product  that  is returned  to an  authorized  Service  Center  within  the  applicable warranty
period and  that upon  examination,  RSC determines  to be defective.   Products  that have  been  repaired  or replaced  may  include
remanufactured materials which are equivalent to new in performance and functionality.  If RSC determines the failure has been caused
by misuse, neglect, accident or abnormal condition of operation, repairs will be made and Buyer shall be billed for the reasonable costs of
repair.  RSC shall  not  be  responsible  for any  malfunctioning or defect  of the  Products  in  the  event  that  the  Buyer  shall  have  made



Rohde & Schwarz Canada Inc. 1 Hines Road, Suite 100 Kanata, Ontario, K2K 3C7
Phone: (613) 592-8000, Fax: (613) 592-8009, www.rohde-schwarz.com

TERMS AND CONDITION OF SALE 03/2012 Quote: 801-005279.0
modifications thereto unauthorized by RSC.
Additional terms applicable for Repair and Calibration Services are available upon request.
THE FOREGOING WARRANTY  IS  EXCLUSIVE AND IS  IN LIEU OF ALL OTHERS, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,  INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE.

10. LIMITATION OF REMEDIES AND LIABILITY:  THE REMEDIES OF THE BUYER WITH RESPECT TO THE PRODUCTS SOLD, ANY
WARRANTY, ANY INDEMNITY OR ANYTHING TO BE DONE BY RSC IN CONNECTION HEREWITH, SHALL BE EXCLUSIVELY AS
SET FORTH HEREIN,  AND THE LIABILITY  OF RSC SHALL NOT, EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE  PROVIDED IN SECTION 7 , EXCEED
THE PRICE OF THE PRODUCTS WITH RESPECT TO WHICH SUCH LIABILITY ARISES.  IN NO EVENT SHALL RSC BE LIABLE FOR
ANY LOSS  OF PROFIT  OR USE,  INDIRECT,  SPECIAL,  CONSEQUENTIAL  OR PUNITIVE  DAMAGES,  WHETHER  IN CONTRACT,
WARRANTY, INDEMNITY, TORT OR OTHERWISE.

11. EXPORT RESTRICTIONS:  Products may be subject to export restrictions and end user certification. Buyer shall not export, re-export, or
transfer, directly  or indirectly,  any  Product  or technical  data  received  hereunder,  to any  country  or user to which  such actions  are
restricted by Canada,  the  United  States,  or local  country  law or regulation  without  first obtaining  any  required  governmental  license,
authorization, certification  or approval.  Buyer  shall  be  responsible  for  Canadian and/or  United  States  export  duties,  fees,  licenses  and
such, in addition to any import duties imposed by the country of destination.

12. GENERAL:  This agreement is not assignable without approval of RSC, which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.  If any of the
terms or provisions  of this agreement shall  be declared in violation of law, the remaining terms and provisions shall remain in full force
and effect.  This agreement shall be governed by the laws of the  Province of Ontario and the federal laws of Canada applicable therein
and the Buyer accepts the exclusive jurisdiction of such courts for any action by or against RSC.

ROHDE & SCHWARZ CANADA INC.   1 Hines Road, Suite 100 Kanata, Ontario, K2K 3C7
Phone: (613) 592-8000   Fax. (613) 592-8009, www.rohde-schwarz.com

This offer is subject to and limited to the terms and conditions contained on the face hereof and the terms and conditions of the agreement identified above or, if no such agreement is so
identified, the Rohde & Schwarz Terms and Conditions of Sale, following on a separate page. In case of conflict, the order of precedence will be 1) terms appearing on the face of this document
and 2) the terms and conditions of the agreement identified above or the Rohde & Schwarz Terms and Conditions of Sale, whichever is applicable. No additional or different terms listed or
referenced on your purchase order will apply.
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6.2. Equipment Information 



71!76#GHz#Millimeter!wave$Transceiver$System" "
"

Revision:)1.2) ! 1)

)

Introduction"
The)mmWave)Transceiver)System)(MTS))is)a)modular)set)of)
hardware)that)can)be)used)for)a)variety)of)applications)from)
channel)sounding)to)prototyping)realBtime)twoBway)
communications)systems.))The)same)modules)can)be)used)to)
build)simple)systems)like)a)single)channel)unidirectional)
system)and)complex)multiBchannel)bidirectional)systems.))The)
mmWave)radio)heads)themselves)are)also)modular)and)can)
be)replaced)with)other)front)ends)to)investigate)multiple)
different)frequencies)with)the)same)baseband)set)of)
hardware)and)software.)

Typical "Applications"
• 5G)Communications)Prototyping)
• Channel)Sounding)

Features"
• SISO)and)MIMO)support)for)unidirectional)or)

bidirectional)systems))
• Shared)LO)for)MIMO)
• 2)GHz)realBtime)bandwidth)
• 71B76)GHz)radio)heads)
• RealBtime)coding)capability)

Configurations"
The)system)is)available)in)the)following)configurations:))

• SISO)unidirectional)
• SISO)bidirectional)
• MIMO)unidirectional)
• MIMO)bidirectional)

A)full)millimeterBwave)transceiver)system)consists)of)the)
following)modules:)

NI)3647)TX! 71)to)76)GHz)Upconverter!
NI)3657)RX! 71)to)76)GHz)Downconverter)
PXIeB3620! 8.5)to)13.5)GHz)I/Q)(de)modulator))
PXIeB3610! Baseband)Generator)
PXIeB3630! Baseband)Digitizer)
PXIeB7902! FPGA)Processing)Unit)
)
In)addition)to)a)full)millimeterBwave)system,)IF)only)and)
baseband)only)systems)are)available.)

Datasheet"Organization"
This)document)describes)nominal)and/or)expected)
performance)of)the)IF)and)baseband)subBsystems)of)the)
Millimeter(Wave,Transceiver,System.)The)information)
provided)in)this)document)is)based)on)both)simulation)and/or)
measurement)and)should)not)be)considered)to)be)typical)or)
warranted)specifications.)Data)is)taken)at)room)temperature)
unless)otherwise)specified.)

This)datasheet)is)broken)up)into)several)sections.)The,System,

Performance,&,Characteristics)section)describes)the)expected)
performance)of)the)full)71B76)GHz)transceiver.))Subsequent)
sections)describe)the)performance)and)characteristics)of)the)
various)modules)used)in)the)system.)

"Caution"
The)system)installation)must)adequately)protect)users’)eyes)
from)exposure)to)mmWave)radiation)output)and)input)signals)
from)the)transmitter)and)receiver.)



71!76#GHz#Millimeter!wave$Transceiver$System" "
"

Revision:)1.2) ! 2)

)

System"Performance"&"
Characterist ics"

EVM"vs. "Loopback"Attenuation"

)
Figure,1:,A,variable,attenuator,is,placed,between,the,transmitter,and,

receiver,to,simulate,path,loss,at,73,GHz.,The,EVM,of,various,single(carrier,

signals,at,a,symbol,rate,of,1536,MBaud,(RRC,filter,α,=,0.3),is,shown.,Single(

point,calibration,is,used,to,correct,for,image,rejection,and,an,equalizer,is,

used,to,correct,for,amplitude,ripple,and,phase,nonlinearity,within,the,

instantaneous,bandwidth.,The,internal,LO2,is,utilized,for,all,measurements.,

Separate,LO1s,are,utilized,for,the,TX,and,RX,in,all,measurements.,Results,

obtained,from,a,representative,setup.,

Recommended"Gain"vs. "Loopback"
Attenuation"

)
Figure,2:,The,TX,and,RX,gain,settings,used,for,EVM,in,Figure,1.,Results,

obtained,from,a,representative,setup.,

Characterist ics"
Receiver)
) Tuning)Range)
) Instantaneous)BW)
) Interface)
) Analog)Gain)Range)
) 1)dB)Gain)Compression4)
) Noise)Figure3)
) Image)Rejection1)

)
71)to)76)GHz)
2)GHz)
WRB12)
55)dB)
B12)dBm)
6)dB)
>80)dB)

Transmitter)
) Tuning)Range)
) Instantaneous)BW)
) Interface)
) Analog)Gain)Range)
) Saturated)Power3)
) Output)IP33)
) LO)ReBradiation2)

)
71)to)76)GHz)
2)GHz)
WRB12)
55)dB)
+24)dBm)
+30)dBm)
<B90)dBm)

1. Refers,to,super(heterodyne,image,

2. Refers,to,super(heterodyne,LO,

3. At,maximum,gain,

4. Near,minimum,gain.,For,lower,gain,settings,,1,dB,compression,is,

higher,than,full(scale.!

MTS"Transmitter"Noise"&"Distortion"

)
Figure,3:,Simulated,Output,IP3,and,Excess,Noise,Ratio,(ENR),of,the,NI,3647,

TX,,when,driven,by,the,PXIe(3620,and,PXIe(3610,with,2(tones,at,(7,dBFS.,

)
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MTS"Receiver"Noise"&"Distortion"

)
Figure,4:,Simulated,Input,IP3,and,Noise,Figure,of,NI,3657,RX,with,PXIe(3620,

and,PXIe(3630,digitizer.,

MTS"Receiver"Maximum"Power"(Damage)"

)
Figure,5:,Maximum,power,refers,to,the,input,power,at,which,the,receiver,

could,be,damaged.,It,is,advisable,to,keep,the,incident,power,less,than,or,

equal,to,the,full(scale,power.,

PXIe!3620"Transceiver"
The)PXIeB3620)includes)an)8.5)to)13.5)GHz)transmitter)and)
receiver)capable)of)fullBduplex)operation)with)2)GHz)of)
instantaneous)bandwidth.))The)module)also)contains)two)
independently)tuned)LO)synthesizers)for)driving)external)
mmWave)heads)(NI)3647TX)and)NI)3657RX).))

The)flexible)LO)system)not)only)drives)external)mmWave)
heads,)but)also)allows)LO)sharing)for)MIMO)applications.)
Furthermore,)the)module)can)accept)external)LO)sources)

(such)as)PXIeB5653))when)higher)performance)phase)noise)is)
required.)

The)PXIeB3620)has)analog)I)and)Q)differential)baseband)ports)
which)connect)to)the)PXIeB3610)arbitrary)waveform)generator)
and)PXIeB3630)digitizer.)

IF" Interface"
IF)Output)
) Tuning)Range)
) Linear)Power)

)
8.5)to)13.5)GHz)
B40)to)+7)dBm)

IF)Input)
) Tuning)Range)
) Linear)Power)

)
8.5)to)13.5)GHz)
B25)to)+20)dBm))

All,interfaces,are,50,Ω,with,SMA,connectors.,

LO1"Interface"
LO1)TX/RX)Input)
) Nominal)Input)Level!
) Damage)Level!

4)to)8)GHz!
+9)dBm)
+18)dBm!

LO1)TX/RX)Output!
) Max)Power!

4)to)8)GHz)
+8)to)+15)dBm)

LO1)TX/RX)mmWave)Output!
) Max)Power!
) Interface!

4)to)13.7)GHz)
+10)to)+15)dBm)
SMA)(50)Ω))

All,interfaces,are,50,Ω,with,MMPX,connectors,unless,otherwise,noted.,

LO2"Interface"
LO2)Input)
! Nominal)Input)Level)
) Damage)Level!

2.8)to)4.5)GHz!
+9)dBm)
+18)dBm!

LO2)Output!
) Max)Power!

2.8)to)4.5)GHz)
+11)to)+13)dBm)

LO2)Ref)In/Out)
) Nominal)Level)
) Damage)Level)

10)MHz)
1.6)VPBP)
5)VPBP)

All,interfaces,are,50,Ω,with,MMPX,connectors.,

Baseband"Interface"
I/Q)Output!
) Nominal)Level!
) CommonBMode!

DC)to)1)GHz!
+5)dBm)
0)VDC!

I/Q)Input!
) Nominal)Level)
) Damage)Level!
) CommonBMode!

DC)to)1)GHz)
+1)dBm)
+20)dBm)
0)VDC)

All,interfaces,are,100,Ω,differential,with,MMPX,connectors.,All,levels,
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refer,to,power,in,a,single,(I,or,Q),differential,port.,

IF"Transmitter"Noise"&"Distortion"

)
Figure,6:,Simulated,Output,IP3,and,Excess,Noise,Ratio,(ENR),of,the,PXIe(

3620,when,driven,by,the,PXIe(3610,DAC,with,2(tones,at,(7,dBFS.,

IF"Receiver"Noise"&"Distortion"

)
Figure,7:,Simulated,Input,IP3,and,Noise,Figure,of,PXIe(3620,with,PXIe(3630,

digitizer.,

SSB"Phase"Noise"
Offset) LO1)(dBc/Hz)) LO2)(dBc/Hz))
100)Hz) B70) B70)
1)kHz) B92) B92)
10)kHz) B98) B98)
100)kHz) B104) B104)
1)MHz) B130) B130)
Table,1:,Nominal,single,sideband,phase,noise,for,internal,LO1,and,

internal,LO2,on,PXIe(3620.,The,phase,noise,added,at,the,NI,3647TX,and,

NI,3657RX,are,nominally,20×log10(8),dB,higher.!

IF"Receiver"Maximum"Power"(Damage)"

)
Figure,8:,Maximum,power,refers,to,the,input,power,at,which,the,receiver,

could,be,damaged.,It,is,advisable,to,keep,the,incident,power,less,than,or,

equal,to,the,full(scale,power.,

) "
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PXIe!3610"Baseband"Generator"
The)PXIeB3610)is)a)14)bit,)3)GS/s)DCBcoupled)arbitrary)
waveform)generated)with)2)GHz)of)complex)bandwidth)and)
differential)I)and)Q)outputs.)

Characterist ics"
Range! DC)to)1)GHz)(MMPX)!
FullBscale1! +1)dBm;)1000)mVPBP)
Sample)Rate! 3072)MS/s)
Common)Mode)Voltage1! 0)VDC)
Impedance! 100)Ω)differential)
DC)Offset! ±40)mV)
Flatness1! ±1.5)dB)
2nd)Harmonics! B60)dBc)
3rd)Harmonics! B65)dBc)
IMD31,2! B75)dBc)at)100)MHz)

B65)dBc)at)1000)MHz)
I/Q)Amplitude)Mismatch3! ±0.2)dB)
I/Q)Phase)Mismatch3! ±0.5°)
Noise)Density1! B155)dBm/Hz)
Ref)In/Out)Interface) MMPX)(50)Ω))
Ref)In/Out)Frequency! 10)MHz)
Ref)In)Power! 0)to)+13)dBm)
Ref)Out)Power! +10)dBm)
Digital)Input) MiniSASBHD)
1. I,or,Q,channel,

2. 2(tones,as,(7,dBFS,

3. Calibrated!

PXIe!3630"Baseband"Digit izer"
The)PXIeB3610)is)a)12)bit,)3)GS/s)DCBcoupled)digitizer)with)2)
GHz)of)complex)bandwidth)and)differential)I)and)Q)inputs.)

Characterist ics"
Range! DC)to)1)GHz)(MMPX)!
FullBscale1! +5)dBm;)1590)mVPBP)
Sample)Rate! 3072)MS/s)
Common)Mode)Voltage1! 0)VDC)
Impedance! 100)Ω)differential)
DC)Offset) ±10)mV)
Flatness1! ±3.0)dB)
2nd)Harmonics) B60)dBc)
3rd)Harmonics) B60)dBc)
IMD31,2! B65)dBc)at)100)MHz)

B60)dBc)at)1000)MHz)
I/Q)Amplitude)Mismatch3) ±0.2)dB)
I/Q)Phase)Mismatch3) ±1.5°)
Noise)Density1! B148)dBFS/Hz)at)100)MHz)

B143)dBFS/Hz)at)1000)MHz)
Ref)In/Out)Interface) MMPX)(50)Ω))
Ref)In/Out)Frequency! 10)MHz)
Ref)In)Power! 0)to)+13)dBm)
Ref)Out)Power! +10)dBm)
Digital)Output! MiniSASBHD)
1. I,or,Q,channel,

2. 2(tones,as,(7,dBFS,

3. After,Calibration!
)

NI"3647TX"71"to"76"GHz"Transmitter"
The)NI)3657RX)is)a)superBheterodyne)upconverter)that)
accepts)an)LO)signal)from)PXIeB3620)and)upconverts)the)IF)
input)signal)centered)at)12)GHz)to)and)RF)output)frequency)
from)71)to)76)GHz.)

Characterist ics"
RF)Input!
) Tuning)Range!
) Interface!

)
71)to)76)GHz!
WRB12!

IF)Output!
) Frequency)Range!

)
11)to)13)GHz)

LO)Input!
) Frequency)Range!
) Power!

)
7375)to)8000)MHz)
+5)dBm)

DC)Power! 1.8)A)@)+12)V)
Weight) 4.8)lbs)
Size)(L)×)W)×)H)) 7.5)in)×)4.6)in)×)2.4)in)
All,interfaces,are,50,Ω,with,SMA,connectors,unless,otherwise,noted.,
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NI"3657RX"71"to"76"GHz"Receiver"
The)NI)3657RX)is)a)superBheterodyne)downconverter)that)
accepts)an)LO)signal)from)PXIeB3620)and)downconverts)the)RF)
input)signal)to)an)IF)output)centered)at)12)GHz.)

Characterist ics"
RF)Input!
) Tuning)Range!
) Interface!

)
71)to)76)GHz!
WRB12!

IF)Output!
) Frequency)Range!

)
11)to)13)GHz)

LO)Input!
) Frequency)Range!
) Power!

)
7375)to)8000)MHz)
+5)dBm)

DC)Power! 1.2)A)@)+12)V)
Weight! 4.8)lbs)
Size)(L)×)W)×)H)! 7.5)in)×)4.6)in)×)2.4)in)
All,interfaces,are,50,Ω,with,SMA,connectors,unless,otherwise,noted.,

"
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Block"Diagram"
)

0

90 ×3

×8

0

90 ×3

ADC

ADC

×8

NI 3610

NI 3630

NI 3620 NI 3647TX

NI 3657RX

FPGA

NI 7902

FPGA

NI 7902

LO2 OUT

LO2 IN

LO1 OUT

LO1 IN

LO1 IN

LO1 OUT

PORT 4

PORT 5

PORT 4

PORT 5

TX OUT
71-76 GHz
WR-12

RX IN
71-76 GHz
WR-12

3072 MHz

3072 MHz

LO2

LO1 TX

LO1 RX

PCIe (×8)

PCIe (×8)

DAC

DAC

I+

I-

Q+

Q-

IF

IF

I+

I-

Q+

Q-
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Physical "Characterist ics"

PXIe"Modules’ "Front!Panels"

) ) ) )

"
) "
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NI"3647TX"and"3657RX"Panels"

) )
)

) )
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Environment"
Indoor)use)only.)

Maximum)alititude1) 2,000)m)(800)mbar))
Pollution)degree) 2)
1. At,25,°C,ambient,temperature,

"

Operating"Environment"
Ambient)temperature1) 0)to)40)°C)
Operating)temperature) 0)to)40)°C)
Relative)humidity2) 10%)to)90%,)noncondensing)
1. Tested,in,accordance,with,IEC,60068(2(1,and,IEC,60068(2(2,

2. Tested,in,accordance,with,IEC,60068(2(56!

Compliance"
Safety"
This)product)is)designed)to)meet)the)requirements)of)the)
following)electrical)equipment)safety)standards)for)
measurement,)control,)and)laboratory)use:)IEC)61010B1,)EN)
61010B1,)UL)61010B1,)CSA)61010B1.)

Electromagnetic "Compatibi l i ty "
This)product)meets)the)requirements)of)the)following)EMC)
standards)for)electrical)equipment)for)measurement,)control,)
and)laboratory)use:)

EN)61326B1)(IEC)61326B1)) Class)A)emissions;)Basic)immunity)
EN)55011)(CISPR)11)) Group)1,)Class)A)emissions)
EN)55022)(CISPR)22)) Class)A)emissions)
EN)55024)(CISPR)24)) Immunity)
AS/NZS)CISPR)11) Group)1,)Class)A)emissions)
AS/NZS)CISPR)22) Class)A)emissions)
FCC)47)CFR)Part)15B) Class)A)emissions)
ICESB001) Class)A)emissions)
NOTE:,In,the,United,States,(per,FCC,47,CFR),,Class,A,equipment,is,

intended,for,use,in,commercial,,light(industrial,,and,heavy(industrial,

locations.,In,Europe,,Canada,,Australia,,and,New,Zealand,(per,CISPR,11),,

Class,A,equipment,is,intended,for,use,only,in,heavy(industrial,locations.,

NOTE:,Group,1,equipment,(per,CISPR,11),is,any,industrial,,scientific,,or,

medical,equipment,that,does,not,intentionally,generate,radio,frequency,

energy,for,the,treatment,of,material,or,inspection/analysis,purposes.,

NOTE:,For,EMC,declarations,,certifications,,and,additional,information,,

refer,to,the,Online,Product,Certification,section.,

CE"Compliance"
This)product)meets)the)essential)requirements)of)applicable)
European)Directives,)as)follows:)

• 2014/35/EU;)LowBVoltage)Directive)(safety))
• 2014/30/EU;)Electromagnetic)Compatibility)Directive)(EMC))

Online"Product"Cert if icat ion"
Refer)to)the)product)Declaration)of)Conformity)(DoC))for)
additional)regulatory)compliance)information.)To)obtain)
product)certifications)and)the)DoC)for)this)product,)visit)
ni.com/)certification,)search)by)model)number)or)product)line,)
and)click)the)appropriate)link)in)the)Certification)column.)

Environmental "Management"
NI)is)committed)to)designing)and)manufacturing)products)in)
an)environmentally)responsible)manner.)NI)recognizes)that)
eliminating)certain)hazardous)substances)from)our)products)is)
beneficial)to)the)environment)and)to)NI)customers.)

For)additional)environmental)information,)refer)to)the)
Minimize)Our)Environmental)Impact)web)page)at)
ni.com/environment.)This)page)contains)the)environmental)
regulations)and)directives)with)which)NI)complies,)as)well)as)
other)environmental)information)not)included)in)this)
document.)

Waste&Electrical&and&Electronic&Equipment&(WEEE)&
EU)Customers)At)the)end)of)the)product)life)cycle,)all)NI)
products)must)be)disposed)of)according)to)local)laws)and)
regulations.)For)more)information)about)how)to)recycle)NI)
products)in)your)region,)visit)ni.com/environment/weee.)

�
�������������	&RoHS�&

����)National)Instruments)���������
��
	�������)���(RoHS)���)National)
Instruments)��)RoHS)��������)
ni.com/environment/rohs_china�(For"information"about"
China"RoHS"compliance,"go"to"
ni.com/environment/rohs_china.)"

"Caution"
This)product)is)not)approved)or)licensed)for)transmission)over)
the)air)using)an)antenna.)As)a)result,)operating)this)product)
with)an)antenna)may)violate)local)laws.)Ensure)that)you)are)in)
compliance)with)all)local)laws)before)operating)this)product)
with)an)antenna.)

"

" "
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"

Refer)to)the)NI)Trademarks)and)Logo)Guidelines)at)ni.com/trademarks)for)information)on)National)Instruments)trademarks.)Other)product)and)company)names)mentioned)
herein)are)trademarks)or)trade)names)of)their)respective)companies.)For)patents)covering)National)Instruments)products/technology,)refer)to)the)appropriate)location:)
Help»Patents)in)your)software,)the)patents.txt)file)on)your)media,)or)the)National)Instruments)Patent)Notice)at)ni.com/patents.)You)can)find)information)about)endBuser)
license)agreements)(EULAs))and)thirdBparty)legal)notices)in)the)readme)file)for)your)NI)product.)Refer)to)the)Export)Compliance)Information)at)ni.com/legal/exportB
compliance)for)the)National)Instruments)global)trade)compliance)policy)and)how)to)obtain)relevant)HTS)codes,)ECCNs,)and)other)import/export)data.)NI)MAKES)NO)EXPRESS)
OR)IMPLIED)WARRANTIES)AS)TO)THE)ACCURACY)OF)THE)INFORMATION)CONTAINED)HEREIN)AND)SHALL)NOT)BE)LIABLE)FOR)ANY)ERRORS.)

U.S.)Government)Customers:)The)data)contained)in)this)manual)was)developed)at)private)expense)and)is)subject)to)the)applicable)limited)rights)and)restricted)data)rights)as)
set)forth)in)FAR)52.227B14,)DFAR)252.227B7014,)and)DFAR)252.227B7015.)

©)2014—2015)National)Instruments.)All)rights)reserved.)
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Unlocking Measurement Insights 

For more than 75 years, Keysight Technologies, Inc. has been 

unlocking measurement insights. Along the way, we’ve created 

industry-leading test equipment in the shapes and sizes you’ve 

asked for: full-size benchtop, small benchtop, handheld and 

modular. Our goal is to deliver comprehensive worldwide 

test solutions — hardware, software, worldwide support and 

application expertise — to give your teams what they need to 

stay on the leading edge in your industry.

Our modular hardware innovations are focused in two specific forms: PXI and AXIe. We’re putting 
our unrivaled performance—and consistent measurement science—into the RF, microwave and high-

speed digital instruments in our PXI and AXIe portfolio. 

To provide time-saving starting points for test system creation, we’re documenting Reference 
Solutions that address specific application areas that range from power amplifier testing to satellite 
signal monitoring. 

Software is an essential element of any test system—and Keysight software is downloadable exper-

tise. From first simulation through first customer shipment, we deliver the tools your team needs 
to accelerate from data to information to actionable insight. We also provide soft front panels and 
essential utilities that make our modular products usable within minutes out of the box, ensuring 

rapid time to first measurement.

Keysight has the industry’s largest network of experienced local application engineers covering RF, 

microwave and digital—and no one can match their cumulative years of experience. 

Keysight’s three-year standard warranty—worldwide—is our commitment to superior product 

quality. Our multi-vendor One-Stop Calibration and uptime services ensure the ongoing accuracy, 

performance and availability of your instruments. We can create a customized service plan with 
response times as fast as four hours. Our network of over 50 service locations worldwide and mobile 

calibration teams, provide greater convenience and flexibility to keep your products and test sys-

tems operating to warranted specifications.

Keysight’s modular solutions help you tackle your toughest RF, microwave and digital challenges 

by delivering unrivaled PXI and AXIe performance. Our foundation is the industry’s most accurate 

measurement science, giving you maximum confidence to achieve your first, best measurement and 

insight into what’s next.  

www.keysight.com/find/modular
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Gain insights faster with Keysight Refer-

ence Solutions, proven test systems for  

specfic applications. Developed to solve 
critical test issues for specific applica-

tions, the reference solutions provide a 

starting point for a test system, including:

 – Hardware configurations - PXI, AXIe 
or benchtop instruments.

 – Application software, such as 89600 

VSA, Signal Studio and more. 

 – Open source programming com-

mands provided to perform specific 
tests and optimize test speed and 

throughput. 

A sample of our reference solutions is 

provided below. For a complete list, visit:

www.keysight.com/find/solution-modular

Keysight Reference Solutions

Figure 1. Using Keysight’s M937xA PXIe vector network analyzer, M9381A PXIe vector signal generator and 

M9391A PXIe vector signal analyzer with measurement application software for power amplifier test.

RF PA/FEM Characterization & Test
www.keysight.com/find/solution-padvt

Rapid, full characterization of next-generation power amplifier modules such as PAD devices, includ-
ing S-parameter, demodulation, power, adjacent channel power and harmonic distortion measure-
ments are provided by this Reference Solution. Digital pre-distortion and envelope tracking signal 
generation and analysis are enabled by Keysight’s N7614B Signal Studio for power amplifier test 
software.  

5G Channel Sounding
www.keysight.com/find/solution-

5Gsounding

Accelerate 5G channel sounding research with mmWave, ultra-broadband and MIMO solution provid-
ing fastest data capture with real-time correlation and wideband MIMO channel processing.

LTE-A Multi-Channel
www.keysight.com/find/solution-LTE

Quickly set up, measure, visualize and characterize your most complicated multi-channel carrier ag-
gregation, beamforming and MIMO designs. Easily configure and calibrate phase coherent PXIe VSAs, 
VSGs and software with convenient configuration and calibration utilities.  

Automotive Functional Test
www.keysight.com/find/ts8989ref

This unique, flexible test configuration is designed for reliable automotive body and safety testing. It 
features 8 PXI slots and 11 slots of sensor signal emulation, waveform analysis, discrete input switch-
ing or high-power load switching for a complete functional test solution in a compact space. 

Satellite Signal Monitoring
www.keysight.com/find/solution-

satsigmon

With this fast, flexible, compact and cost effective Reference Solution, you can monitor large blocks 
of spectrum and perform precise digital modulation analysis with increased configuration flexibility 
for validating satellite signal integrity. 

www.keysight.com/find/modular
http://www.keysight.com/find/solution-modular
http://www.keysight.com/find/solution-padvt
http://www.keysight.com/find/solution-5Gsounding
http://www.keysight.com/find/solution-lte
http://www.keysight.com/find/ts8989ref
http://www.keysight.com/find/solution-satsigmon
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PXI Instruments - Interoperability, Size, Speed & Scalability

PXI is an open, multi-vendor standard governed by the PXI systems 

alliance, that ensures interoperability of modules and chassis from 

different vendors.  

The PXIe backplane bus leverages PCI Express® technology, greatly 

increasing test speed and reducing latency, especially for data and 

transaction intensive test applications. The bus also enables scal-

ability of the system as test needs change. And PXI can also be inte-

grated into an existing test system of benchtop or AXIe instruments. 

Keysight’s growing portfolio of PXI instruments extends its 

measurement expertise to provide the right solution for multiple test 

scenarios. 

For a complete list of PXI instruments, visit: 

www.keysight.com/find/PXI

Figure 2. Keysight’s M9019A PXIe 18-slot 
chassis, Gen 3

www.keysight.com/find/PXI

PXI Chassis, Controllers & IO 
Components
www.keysight.com/find/pxi-chassis

PXI 18-slot chassis with PCI Express® Gen 2 and 3 performance, 16 PXI hybrid slots, multi-chassis 
connections, and an innovative cooling design that saves rack space and lowers maintenance cost. PXIe 
controller with Intel i7-4700EQ, 2.4 GHz processor, up to 16 GB RAM and front removable 240 GB solid 
state drive. 

PXI Data Acquisition 
www.keysight.com/find/pxi-converters

Address the need for high input voltage or current ranges often found in functional test with a choice of dig-
ital to analog converters and V/I sources. Products include isolated D/A converter with multi-channel high 
voltage supplies, multi-channel dynamic DAC for typical waveforms generation at high voltages and more. 

PXI Digital IO & Stimulus/Response
www.keysight.com/find/pxi-digitalIO

High channel digital I/O control with up to 50 v and 12.5 mW resolution. Digital stimulus/response pro-
vides speed, configuration flexibility, multi-site and pattern generation capability for automated test.

PXI Vector Signal Analyzers &
Vector Transceivers
www.keysight.com/find/pxi-vsa

PXI RF and μW vector signal analyzers (9 kHz to 50 GHz), and vector transceiver (60 MHz to 6 GHz), offer 
high speed measurement capability with up to 160 MHz bandwidth. 

PXI Switches
www.keysight.com/find/pxi-switch

High-speed, 500 μsec multiplexers, 300 W GP switches, RF and microwave switches up to 40 GHz with 
low insertion loss and VSWR for excellent signal integrity.

PXI Vector Network Analyzers
www.keysight.com/find/pxivna

Select from full 2-port vector network analyzers that fit in just one slot and high performance multi-port 
vector network analyzers.

Other PXI Instruments
www.keysight.com/find/PXI

 – Amplifier/attenuators
 – Digital input output
 – Digitizers
 – Digital multimeters

 – Frequency reference
 – FPGA
 – Optical extenders
 – Quad downconverter

 – Source/measure unit
 – Vector signal generator
 – Waveform generators

www.keysight.com/find/modular
http://www.keysight.com/find/PXI
http://www.keysight.com/find/PXI
http://www.keysight.com/find/pxi-chassis
http://www.keysight.com/find/pxi-converters
http://www.keysight.com/find/pxi-digitalio
http://www.keysight.com/find/pxi-vsa
http://www.keysight.com/find/pxi-switch
http://www.keysight.com/find/pxivna
http://www.keysight.com/find/PXI
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AXIe Instruments - Truly Advanced, Cutting Edge Technology 

AXIe is a next-generation open standard based on Advance Telecom 

Computing Architecture. By increasing the power and headroom available 

to each slot, higher performance modules have been developed with faster 

switching speeds, larger power draws and more complex measurement 

architectures. 

An augmented local bus, providing communication and synchronization 

between slots, facilitates complex multi-instrument configurations, data 
storage and co-processing. As a result, AXIe instruments provide timing, 

triggering, and module-to-module data movement features for high-per-

formance test and measurement systems used in aerospace defense, 

high-energy physics, semiconductor test and other industries.

AXIe products use horizontal configurations for minimal rack space and vertical for larger 
systems. The chassis and modules compliment benchtop and PXI products and include 

PCIe and LAN interfaces that allow them to act like virtual PXI or benchtop instruments.

For a complete list of AXIe instruments, visit: 

www.keysight.com/find/AXIe

Figure 3. M8190A arbitrary waveform generator, M9703A digitizer in a 
M9505A 5-slot AXIe chassis.

www.keysight.com/find/AXIe

AXIe Chassis, Controllers & IO 
Components
www.keysight.com/find/axie-chassis

Select from an AXIe 2-, 5-slot and 14-slot chassis, all fully compatible with the AXIe 1.0 or 2.0 
specification. The high performance, one-slot M9537A embedded controller offers AXIe-wide PCIe 
support, multiple 4K video outputs and more.

AXIe Arbitrary Waveform Generators
www.keysight.com/find/axie-awg

From low-observable systems to high-density communications, testing is more realistic with our 
high resolution, wide bandwidth AWGs.

AXIe Digitizers
www.keysight.com/find/axie-digitizers

Our revolutionary digitizers capture signals with good resolution and excellent measurement 
accuracy. The M9703B offers 8-channels up to 1.6 GS/s and the M9709A offers 32 channels up to 
1 GS/s. 

BERTs
www.keysight.com/find/m8000

We offer BERTs to streamline receiver test setup by providing the highest level of integration and 
automating stressed eye calibration. We also provide a highly integrated BERT for physical layer 
characterization and compliance testing. 

Logic & Protocol Analyzers
www.keysight.com/find/axie-logic

Address multi-protocol analysis, traffic generation, performance and conformance verification to 
debug, validate and optimize your designs using high speed protocol standards.

7 Tips for RF & μW PXI & AXIe Test Solutions DVD
Get our 7 Tips DVD packed with tips, myth busters, application content including:

 – How to achieve multi-vendor interoperability in PXI systems 

 – One size does not fit all - choosing the right instrument form factor

Get started: www.keysight.com/find/7modulartips

www.keysight.com/find/modular
http://www.keysight.com/find/AXIe
http://www.keysight.com/find/AXIe
http://www.keysight.com/find/axie-chassis
http://www.keysight.com/find/axie-awg
http://www.keysight.com/find/axie-digitizers
http://www.keysight.com/find/m8000
http://www.keysight.com/find/axie-logic
http://www.keysight.com/find/7modulartips
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Software & Programming

X-Series Measurement Applications
www.keysight.com/find/m90xa

X-Series measurement apps transform X-Series and modular signal analyzers into standards-based 
RF transmitter testers. They provide fast, one-button RF conformance measurements to help you 
design, evaluate, and manufacture devices and equipment.

89600 VSA Software 
www.keysight.com/find/vsa

The 89600 VSA software is a comprehensive set of tools for demodulation and vector signal 
analysis. These tools enable you to explore virtually every facet of a signal and optimize your most 
advanced designs.

Signal Studio Software
www.keysight.com/find/signalstudio

Signal Studio software, reduces the time you spend on signal simulation and simplifies signal 
creation. Its performance-optimized reference signals — validated by Keysight — enhance the char-
acterization and verification of your devices. 

SystemVue Software
www.keysight.com/find/systemvue

SystemVue is a system-level EDA environment that enables design of the physical layer of next-gen-
eration communications systems. Re-use the same verification set-ups, scripts, test vectors and 
wireless IP as you move from algorithm into testware. 

Waveform Creator Software
www.keysight.com/find/m9099

Waveform Creator provides easy development of complex baseband and vector signals used in the 
validation and test of digital communications products. Built around a drag-and-drop graphical 
user interface, Waveform Creator allows quick development of custom multi-format, multi-track 
waveforms.

IO Libraries Suite 17
www.keysight.com/find/iosuite

The IO Libraries Suite 17 auto discovers instruments physically connected to your PC and many of 
those on your local LAN subnet. The PXI/AXIe chassis view in Connection Expert provides details to 
make it easy to connect and control across instrument platforms.

Command Expert Software
www.keysight.com/find/commandexpert

Commnad Expert is complementary software that provides instrument control in PC application 
environments, combining instrument commands, documentation, syntax checking and command 
execution all in one simple interface. 

MATLAB Software
www.keysight.com/find/matlab

MATLAB software, available for purchase from Keysight, extends the capabilities of Keysight modu-
lar hardware. Three MATLAB configurations are available from basic MATLAB capabilities that allow 
acquisition and analysis of data to full support for signal processing, communications, filter design 
and automated testing.  

Speed your project’s design to manufacturing cycle with Keysight's PXI and AXIe instruments 

combined with its portfolio of software. Select from trusted measurement applications for 

proven performance, usable with both benchtop and modular instuments to enable code re-use 

and measurement consistency from design to manufacturing. Enhance hardware capability with 

smart drivers to quickly connect, configure and ensure proper calibration before making mea-

surements. We support multiple programming environments (i.e., Visual Studio.NET, MATLAB, 
LabView) so that you can use the software of your choice.

www.keysight.com/find/modular
http://www.keysight.com/find/m90xa
http://www.keysight.com/find/vsa
http://www.keysight.com/find/signalstudio
http://www.keysight.com/find/systemvue
http://www.keysight.com/find/m9099
http://www.keysight.com/find/iosuite
http://www.keysight.com/find/commandexpert
http://www.keysight.com/find/matlab


PXI Instruments Model #

Amplifier/attenuator M9352A

Arbitrary waveform generator M9330A, 31A

Attenuator — programmable step attenuator M9168C, 68E, 
69E

Attenuator/switch driver M9170A

Chassis — 18-slot M9018A, 19A

Controller — embedded controller M9036A, 37A

CXA-m signal analyzer M9290A

D/A converter — 8/16-channel isolated M9185A

Data acquisition module — 32-channel high-voltage M9216A

Digital IO control M9187A

Digital stimulus/response with PMU 
 – Pattern editing software for PXIe DSR

M9195B
M9192A, 93A

Digitizer — 12-bit wideband IF M9202A

Digitizer — 12-bit, wideband digital receiver M9203A

Digitizer — 2-channel, high-voltage, 20 MSa/s, isolated M9217A

DMM — basic M9181A

DMM — high performance M9182A, 83A

Dynamic analog output — 16-channel M9188A

Frequency reference M9300A

Measurement accelerator M9451A

Optical RF amplifier M9405A

Optical receiver M9404A

Optical RF reflectometer M9408A

Optical transmitter  M9403A

Optical USB 2.0 M9406A, 07A

PC adapter — PCIe desktop PC adapter , host adapters M9048A, 48B, 
49A

PCIe cable interface, system modules M9021A, 22A, 
23A, 24A

Quad downconverter M9362AD01

Source — CW M9380A

Source/measure unit M9111A

Switches — dual SP4T solid state M9161D

Switches — general purpose M9130A-35A

Switches — DC to 26.5 GHz M9155C-57C

Switches — DC to 40 GHz M9155CH40 
57CH40

Switches — matrix M9120A-22A

Switches — multiplexer M9101A-03A

Switches — RF M9128A, 46A,
47A, 48A, 49A

VI source — isolated voltage/current source M9186A

Vector network analyzers M9370-75A

Vector network analyzer, multiport M9485A

Vector signal analyzer — up to 50 GHz M9393A

List of PXI & AXIe instruments, reference soluitions, software
PXI Instruments, continued Model #

Vector signal analyzer M9391A

Vector signal generator M9381A

Vector tranceiver (VXT)  M9420A

AXIe Instruments Model #

Arbitrary waveform generator M8190A, 95A, 
96A

BERT - 64 GBaud M8040A

Chassis: 2-slot
               5-slot
               14-slot

M9502A
M9505A
M9514A

Controller — embedded controller M9536A, 37A

Digitizer M9703B, 09A

J-BERTs M8020A, 30A, 
40A

Logic analyzer — 4 Gb/s state mode U4164A

PC adapter — PCIe desktop PC adapter , host adapters M9048A, 48B, 
49A

PCIe cable interface, system modules M9021A, 22A, 
23A, 24A

Protocol analyzer — MIPI U4421A, 31A

Protocol analyzer — PCIe U4301B

System module M9521A

Software Model #

89600 VSA software 89601B

IO Libraries Suite 17 E2094

MATLAB software N6171A

Signal Studio software N76xxB

SystemVue software W1461BP

Waveform Creator software M9099

X-Series measurement applications Various

Reference Solutions

Reference Solutions
 – RF PA/FEM
 – LTE/LTE-A multi-channel
 – 5G channel sounding
 – 5G waveform generation & analysis testbed
 – 802.11ad testbed
 – Multi-channel antenna calibration
 – Satellite signal monitoring
 – Automotive functional test
 – Radio test
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Keysight Technologies 
MXG X-Series Signal Generator
N5183B Microwave Analog
9 kHz to 13, 20, 31.8, or 40 GHz

Data Sheet
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Deinitions

Speciication (spec): 
Specifications represent warranted performance of a calibrated instrument that 
has been stored for a minimum of 2 hours within the operating temperature range 
of 0 to 55 °C, unless otherwise stated, and after a 45 minute warm-up period. 
The specifications include measurement uncertainty. Data represented in this 
document are specifications unless otherwise noted.

Typical (typ): 
Typical (typ) describes additional product performance information that is not 
covered by the product warranty. It is performance beyond specifications that 
80 percent of the units exhibit with a 95 percent confidence level at room 
temperature (approximately 25 °C). Typical performance does not include 
measurement uncertainty.

Nominal (nom) or measured (meas): 
Nominal (nom) or measured (meas) describes a performance attribute that is by 
design or measured during the design phase for the purpose of communicating 
sampled, mean or average performance, such as the 50 ohm connector or 
amplitude drift vs. time. This data is not warranted and is measured at room 
temperature (approximately 25 °C).
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Frequency Speciications

Range

Frequency range Option 513 9 kHz to 13 GHz

Option 520 9 kHz to 20 GHz

Option 532 9 kHz to 31.8 GHz

Option 540 9 kHz to 40 GHz

Resolution 0.001 Hz

Phase offset Adjustable in nominal 0.1° increments

Frequency switching speed 1  () = typical

Standard Option UNZ 2, 4 Option UZ2 3, 4

CW mode

SCPI mode (≤ 5 ms) ≤ 1.15 ms (≤ 750 µs) < 1.65 ms (1 ms)

List/step sweep mode (≤ 5 ms) ≤ 900 µs (≤ 600 µs) < 1.4 ms (850 µs)

1. Time from receipt of SCPI command or trigger signal to within 0.1 ppm of final frequency or within 100 Hz, whichever is greater.

2. For export control purposes CW switching speed to within 0.05% of final frequency is 190 us (meas). 

3. For export control purposes CW switching speed to within 0.05% of final frequency is > 400 us (nom) below 20 GHz and > 600 us (nom) 
above 20 GHz.

4. Specifications apply when status register updates are off.
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Frequency reference

Accuracy

± aging rate
± temperature effects 
± line voltage effects
± initial setting accuracy

Internal time base reference oscillator aging rate 1 < ± 1 x 10^-7/year 2

< ± 5 x 10^-10/day after 30 days

Initial achievable calibration accuracy ± 4 x 10^-8 or ± 40 ppb

Adjustment resolution < 1 x 10^-10 (nom)

Temperature effects < ± 2 x 10^-8 from 20 to 30 °C (nom)

Line voltage effects < ± 1 x 10^-9 for ± 10% change (nom)

Reference output

Frequency 10 MHz

Amplitude ≥ +4 dBm, (nom) into 50 Ω load

External reference input

Input frequency standard 10 MHz

Input frequency Option 1ER 1 to 50 MHz (in multiples of 0.1 Hz)

Lock range ± 1 ppm (nom)

Amplitude 5 dBm ± 2 dB (nom) 3

Impedance 50 Ω (nom)

Waveform Sine or square

Stability Follows the stability of external reference input signal

Sweep modes (frequency and amplitude)

Operating modes Step sweep (equally spaced frequency and amplitude or 

logarithmically spaced frequency steps)

List sweep (arbitrary list of frequency and amplitude steps)

Simultaneously sweep waveforms with N5172B; see Baseband 

Generator section for more detail

Sweep range Within instrument frequency range

Dwell time 100 µs to 100s

Number of points 2 to 65535 (step sweep)

1 to 3201 (list sweep)

Step change Linear or logarithmic

Triggering Free run, trigger key, external, timer, bus (GPIB, LAN, USB)

1. Not verified by Keysight N7800A TME Calibration and Adjustment Software. Daily aging rate may be verified as a supplementary 

chargeable service, on request.

2. After one year of operation, aging rate drops to < ± 3 x 10^-8 per year or ± 30 ppb/year.

3. Inputs between +3 dBm to +20 dBm are allowed.
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Output parameters

Settable range

(with Option 1E1 and 1EA)

+30 to –130 dBm

Settable range

(without Option 1E1 and 1EA)

+19 to –20 dBm

Resolution 0.01 dB

Step attenuator (1E1) 0 to 115 dB in 10 dB steps mechanical type

Attenuator hold range –15 dBm to maximum specified output power with step attenuator in 0 dB state; can be offset 

using option 1E1 mechanical attenuator

Connector 513/520 = 3.5 SMA male, 532/540 = 2.4 mm male, 50 Ω (nom) 

(Option 1ED adds Type-N connector to a 513 or 520)

Max output power 1  (dBm, with or without step attenuator, Option 1E1)

Frequency Standard High-power Option 1EA

Option 513, 520

9 kHz to 3.2 GHz +18 +23

> 3.2 to 13 GHz +18 +20

> 13 to 20 GHz +15 +19

Option 532, 540

9 kHz to 3.2 GHz +14 +21

> 3.2 to 17 GHz +14 +16

> 17 to 31.8 GHz +13 +15

> 31.8 to 40 GHz +11 +15

1. Quoted specifications between 15 and 35 °C. Maximum output power typically decreases by 0.05 dB/°C for temperatures 

outside this range.

Amplitude Speciications
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Absolute level accuracy in CW mode 1, 2  (ALC on) () = typical

With or without Option 1E1 With Option 1E1

Max power to 
+10 dBm

< +10  to  
–10 dBm

< –10 to  
– 20dBm

< –20 to  
–75 dBm

< –75 to  
–90 dBm

< –90 to  
–120 dBm

9 kHz to 2 GHz ± 0.6 dB ± 0.6 dB ± 0.7 dB ± 0.7 dB ± 1.4 dB (± 0.3)

> 2 to 20 GHz ± 0.9 dB ± 0.7 dB ± 0.7 dB ± 0.7 dB ± 1.6 dB (± 0.3)

> 20 to 40 GHz ± 0.9 dB ± 0.8 dB ± 1.1 dB ± 1.1 dB ± 2.0 dB

1. Level accuracy applies between 15 °C and 35 °C. Specifications do not apply above the maximum specified power. For temperatures 

outside this range, absolute level accuracy degrades by 0.01 dB/degree C for frequencies ≤ 4.5 GHz and 0.02 dB/degree C for 

frequencies > 4.5 GHz.

2. For instruments with Type-N connectors (Option 1ED), specifications are degraded typically 0.2 dB above 18 GHz.
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SWR (measured CW mode)

Frequency Attenuator state

0 dB 5 dB and greater

≤ 2 GHz < 1.7:1 < 1.2:1

> 2 to 8 GHz < 1.4:1 < 1.4:1

> 8 to 13 GHz < 1.6:1 < 1.5:1

> 13 to 20 GHz < 1.8:1 < 1.7:1

> 20 to 40 GHz < 1.6:1 < 1.4:1

External detector leveling 1

Range  –0.2 mV to –0.5 V (nom)

Bandwidth 10 kHz (typ)

Amplitude switching speed 2

SCPI mode ≤ 2 ms (typ)

Power search SCPI mode 3 < 12 ms  (meas)

List/step sweep mode ≤ 2 ms (typ)

User latness correction

Number of points 3201

Number of tables Dependent on available free memory in instrument; 10,000 maximum

Entry modes USB/LAN direct power meter control, LAN to GPIB and USB to GPIB, remote bus, and manual 

USB/GPIB power meter control

Sweep modes

See Frequency Specifications section for more detail

1. Not intended for pulsed operation.

2. Time from receipt of SCPI command or trigger signal to amplitude settled within 0.2 dB. Specification does not apply when switching 

to or from frequencies < 5 MHz, or when ALC level is < 0 dBm, or when frequency crosses 0.002, 0.02, 0.1, 2.0, 3.2, 5.0, 6.4, 8, 10, 

12.8, 16, 20, 25.6, or 32 GHz.

3. When ALC is off and power search mode is disabled amplitude switching is < 250 us (meas).
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Standard absolute SSB phase noise (dBc/Hz) (CW) [at 20 kHz offset] 1  ()= measured

5 to < 250 MHz –129 (–133)

250 MHz –139 (–145)

500 MHz –135(–139)

1 GHz –130 (–134)

2 GHz –124 (–127)

3 GHz –119 (–128)

4 GHz –118 (–122)

6 GHz –112 (–122)

10 GHz –113 (–116)  

20 GHz –106 (–110) 

40 GHz –99 (–104)  

Standard absolute SSB phase noise (dBc/Hz) (CW) [at 100 Hz offset] ()= measured

100 MHz (–125)

250 MHz (–121)

500 MHz (–116)

1 GHz (–110)

2 GHz (–104)

3 GHz (–100)

4 GHz (–98)

6 GHz (–94)

10 GHz (–90)

20 GHz (–84)

40 GHz (–78)

Option UNY absolute SSB phase noise  (CW) () = measured 1

Frequency 1 Hz 10 Hz 100 Hz 1 kHz 10 kHz 100kHz

100 MHz (–92) –93 (–116) –103 (–125) –130 (–137) –138 (–142) –137 (–141)

249 MHz (–84) –93 (–108) –103 (–117) –130 (–137) –139 (–142) –138 (–141)

250 MHz (–84) –96 (–111) –104 (–121) –127 (–139) –142 (–150) –147 (–152)

500 MHz (–76) –89 (–106) –98 (–116) –125 (–136) –142 (–149) –144 (–148)

1 GHz (–72) –86 (–102) –93 (–111) –123 (–138) –139 (–146) –139 (–144)

2 GHz (–66) –79 (–95) –85 (–104) –114 (–132) –134 (–141) –133 (–138)

3 GHz (–63) –74 (–92) –81 (–101) –111 (–129) –131 (–139) –127 (–137)

4 GHz (–59) –73 (–89) –79 (–98) –110 (–121) –128 (–135) –127 (–131)

6 GHz (–55) –69 (–85) –76 (–94) –107 (–118) –123 (–129) –121 (–130)

10 GHz (–51) –63 (–82) –71 (–90) –101 (–116) –119 (–129) –121 (–126)

20 GHz (–48) –57 (–75) –65 (–84) –95 (–110) –113 (–122) –115 (–119)

40 GHz (–43) –51 (–70) –59 (–78) –89 (–104) –107 (–116) –109 (–114)

1. From 0 to 55 °C, excludes mechanic vibration, measured at +10 dBm or maximum specified power, whichever is less)

Spectral Purity Speciications
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Measured AM noise

vs. power vs. S/N mode on/off at 10 GHz

10 GHz 0 dBm SNR OFF

10 GHz 0 dBm SNR ON

10 GHz +21 dBm SNR OFF
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Measured AM noise

vs. power vs. S/N mode vs. ALC BW at 1 GHz

1 GHz 0 dBm SNR OFF

1 GHz 0 dBm SNR ON

1 GHz +21 dBm SNR OFF

1 GHz +21 dBm SNR ON 200 Hz BW

Broadband noise 1  () = measured

100 MHz (–143 dBc/Hz)

500 MHz (–155 dBc/Hz )

1 GHz (–163 dBc/Hz )

10 GHz (–150 dBc/Hz)

20 GHz (–143 dBc/Hz)

40 GHz (–135 dBc/Hz)

Residual FM (CW mode, rms) See frequency band table for N value

0.3 to 3 kHz bandwidth < N* 0.1 Hz (meas)

0.05 to 15 kHz bandwidth < N* 0.5 Hz (meas)

Residual AM (CW mode, +10 dBm, 0.3 kHz  to 3 kHz bandwidth, rms)

< 2 GHz < 0.01% (meas)

Harmonics [CW mode] 2  () = typical

Range CW mode at +10 dBm CW mode at +20 dBm 3

9 kHz to 200 MHz < –48 dBc (–54) < –38 dBc (–43)

> 200 MHz to 2 GHz < –33 dBc (–40) < –25 dBc (–31)

> 2 to 20 GHz < –55 dBc (–65) < –50 dBc (–55)

1. CW mode at +10 dBm for offsets > 10 MHz. In high signal to noise ratio mode (optimize S/N).

2. Specifications apply from +15 to +35 °C and are nominal for harmonics beyond specified frequency range.

3. Or maximum specified output power, whichever is lower.
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Option 520 harmonics at +10 dBm (measured)
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Option 540 harmonics at +10 dBm (measured)
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Option 540 harmonics at +20 dBm (measured)
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Nonharmonics  (CW mode) 1, 2  () = typical

Range > 10 kHz offset

Standard (dBc) UNY (dBc)

9 kHz to < 5 MHz –65 –65 (–75)

5 to < 250 MHz –75 –75 (–86)

250 to < 750 MHz –75 –96 (–100)

750 MHz to < 1.5 GHz –72 –92 (–100)

1.5 to < 3.0 GHz –66 –86 (–93)

3 to < 5 GHz –60 –80 (–88)

5 to < 10 GHz –69 –74 (–80)

10 to < 20 GHz –63 –68 (–75)

20 to 40 GHz –57 –62 (–68)

Subharmonics (CW mode, dBc)

9 kHz to 1.5 GHz None

> 1.5 to 3.2 GHz –75 (–83)

> 3.2 to 5 GHz –67 (–75)   

> 5 to 10 GHz –67 (–75)

> 10 to 20 GHz –56 (–65)

> 20 to 40 GHz –53 (–63)

1. CW mode at +10 dBm.
2. Power line related non-harmonics : 60 Hz to 300 Hz:  < –50 dBc.  Measured from 1 MHz to 40 GHz.

Standard jitter 1  (measured)

Carrier frequency SONET/SDH data rate rms jitter BW μUI rms Picoseconds

155 MHz 155 MB/s 100 Hz to 1.5 MHz 99.3 0.6

622 MHz 622 MB/s 1 kHz to 5 MHz 52 0.08

2.488 GHz 2488 MB/s 5 kHz to 20 MHz 205 0.08

9.953 GHz 10 kHz to 80 MHz 789 0.08

39.812 GHz 40 kHz to 320 MHz 3252 0.08

UNY jitter 1  (measured)

Carrier frequency SONET/SDH data rate rms jitter BW μUI rms Picoseconds

155 MHz 155 MB/s 100 Hz to 1.5 MHz 41.5 0.27

622 MHz 622 MB/s 1 kHz to 5 MHz 21 0.033

2.488 GHz 2488 MB/s 5 kHz to 20 MHz 71 0.028

9.953 GHz 10 kHz to 80 MHz 277 0.028

39.812 GHz 40 kHz to 320 MHz 1271 0.032

1. Calculated from phase noise performance in CW mode at +10 dBm. For other frequencies, data rates, or bandwidths, please consult 

your sales representative.
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Analog Modulation Speciications

Frequency bands

Band # Frequency range N

1 9 kHz to < 5 MHz Digital synthesis

2 5 to < 250 MHz 1

3 250 to < 375 MHz 0.25

4 375 to < 750 MHz 0.5

5 750 MHz to < 1.5 GHz 1

6 1.5 to < 3 GHz 2

7 3 to < 6 GHz 4

8 6 to < 12 GHz 8

9 12 to < 24 GHz 16

10 24 to 40 GHz 32

Frequency modulation (Option UNT) (See N value above)

Max deviation N × 4 MHz (nom) 1

Resolution 0.025% of deviation or 1 Hz, whichever is greater (nom)

Deviation accuracy < ± 2% + 20 Hz 2 [1 kHz rate, deviation is N x 50 kHz] 

Modulation frequency response  

@ 100 KHz rate

1 dB bandwidth DC/5 Hz to 3 MHz (nom)

3 dB bandwidth DC/1 Hz to 7 MHz (nom)

Carrier frequency accuracy < ± 0.2% of set deviation + (N × 1 Hz) 3

   Relative to CW after DC cal < ± 0.06% of set deviation + (N × 1 Hz) (typ) 4

Distortion < 0.4% [1 kHz rate, deviation is N x 50 kHz]

FM using external inputs 1 or 2 Sensitivity +1 V peak for indicated deviation (nom)

Input impedance 50 Ω/600 Ω/1 MΩ (nom)

Paths FM path 1 and FM path 2 are summed 

internally for composite modulation

Phase modulation (Option UNT) (See N value above)

Maximum deviation Normal bandwidth N × 2 radians (nom)

High-bandwidth mode N × 0.2 radians (nom)

Frequency response Normal bandwidth (3 dB) DC to 1 MHz (nom)

High-bandwidth mode (3 dB) DC to 4 MHz (nom)

Resolution 0.1% of deviation

Deviation accuracy < +0.5% + 0.01 rad (typ) [1 kHz rate, normal BW mode]  

Distortion < 0.2% (typ) [1 kHz rate, N x 1 radian deviation normal BW mode]

ΦM using external inputs 1 or 2 Sensitivity +1 V peak for indicated deviation (nom) 

Input impedance 50 Ω or 600 Ω or 1 MΩ (nom)

Paths ΦM path 1 and ΦM path 2 are summed 

internally for composite modulation

1. Digital synthesis band FM deviation is 5 MHz.

2. Specification applies from 15 to 35 °C.

3. Specification valid for temperature changes of less than ± 5 °C since last DC calibration.

4. Typical performance immediately after a DC calibration.
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Amplitude modulation (Option UNT) 1

Depth Linear mode Exponential mode

Settable depth 

ALC ON with deep AM (default) or 

ALC off 2

0 to 100% 0 to 50 dB

Depth resolution 0.1% (nom) 0.01 dB (nom)

AM depth accuracy

ALC on 3

[@ 1KHz rate, < 80% depth]

f  < 5 MHz < 1.5% of setting +1% 

(typ 0.5% of setting +1%)

± 2 dB @ 40 dB depth (typ) 4

5 MHz ≤ f ≤ 3.2 GHz < 4% of setting + 1% ± 2 dB @ 40 dB depth (typ) 4

> 3.2 to 40 GHz (typ 3% of setting +1%) ± 4 dB @ 40 dB depth (typ) 4

Total harmonic distortion (@ 1 KHz rate)

f < 5 MHz 30% depth < 0.25% (typ)

80% depth < 0.5% (typ)

5 MHz < f ≤ 40 GHz 30% depth < 2 % 

80% depth < 3% 

Frequency response (30% depth, 3 dB BW)

9 kHz to ≤ 3.2 GHz DC/10 Hz to 50 kHz 5

> 3.2 to 40 GHz DC/10 Hz to 100 kHz 5

AM inputs using External Inputs 1 and 2

Sensitivity +1 V peak for indicated depth  (over-range can be 200% or 2.2 V peak)

Input impedance 50 Ω or 600 Ω or 1 MΩ, damage level: ± 5 V max

Paths AM Paths 1 and 2 are summed internally for composite modulation

Simultaneous and composite modulation

Simultaneous modulation All modulation types (FM, AM, φM and pulse modulation) may be simultaneously enabled except: 

FM and phase modulation cannot be combined; two modulation types cannot be simultaneously 

generated using the same modulation source. For example the Pulse, AM, and FM can run 

concurrently and all will modulate the output RF. This is useful for simulating signal impairments, 

FM chirp RADAR, or scan modulation.

Composite modulation AM, FM, and ΦM each consist of two modulation paths which are summed internally for 

composite modulation. Modulation can be any combination of internal or external sources.

AM FM Phase Pulse

AM + + + +

FM + + – +

Phase + – + +

Pulse + + + –

+ = compatible, – = incompatible

1. AM  specifications apply  6 dB below maximum specified power and down to  –15 dBm for Option 520 or –20 dBm for Option 540 

from 15 to 35 °C with ALC on.

2. ALC off is used for narrow pulse modulation and/or high AM depths with envelope peaks below ALC operating range. Carrier power 

level will be accurate after a power search is executed.

3. Deep AM with ALC on provides increased AM depths and improved distortion, together with closed-loop internal leveling. This mode 

requires a repetitive AM waveform (frequency > 10 Hz) with peaks > –5 dBm (nom), excluding step-attenuator setting).

4. ± 2 dB @ 40 dB, and 50 dB < 31.8 GHz, and ± 4 dB @ 50 dB > 31.8 GHz (meas).

5. From 5 MHz to 50 MHz carrier roll off is < 5 dB at 50 kHz rate. From 50 MHz to 3.2 GHz rate is useable up to 100 kHz. Above 3.2 GHz 

rate is useable to 1 MHz.
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External modulation inputs

(Option UNT required for FM, AM, and phase modulation inputs; Option UNW required for pulse modulation inputs)

EXT1 AM, FM, PM 

EXT2 AM, FM, PM

PULSE Pulse (50 Ω only)

Input impedance 50 Ω, 1 MΩ, 600 Ω, DC and AC coupled

Standard internal analog modulation source

(Waveform generator for use with AM, FM, phase modulation, and LF out; requires Option UNT)

Waveform Sine, square, triangle, positive ramp, negative ramp

Rate range 0.1 Hz to 2 MHz (tunable to 3 MHz)

Resolution 0.1 Hz

Frequency accuracy Same as RF reference source (nom)

LF audio output 0 to 5 V peak into 50 Ω, –5 V to 5 V offset (nom) 

Multifunction generator (Option 303) 

The multifunction generator option (Option 303) consists of 7 waveform generators that can be set independently with up to 5 
simultaneously using the composite modulation features in AM, FM/PM plus LF out

Waveform

Function generator 1 Sine, triangle, square, pos ramp, neg ramp, pulse

Function generator 2 Sine, triangle, square, pos ramp, neg ramp, pulse

Dual function generator Sine, triangle, square, pos ramp, neg ramp, pulse, phase offset and amplitude 

ratio for Tone2 relative to Tone1

Swept function generator Sine, triangle, square, pos ramp, neg ramp

Trigger: free run, trigger key, bus, external, internal, timer trigger,

Noise generator 1 Uniform, Gaussian

Noise generator 2 Uniform, Gaussian

DC Only for LF output

Frequency parameters

Sine wave 0.1 Hz to 10 MHz

Triangle, square, ramp, pulse 0.1 Hz to 1 MHz 

Noise bandwidth 10 MHz

Resolution 0.1 Hz

Frequency accuracy Same as RF reference source (nom)

Narrow pulse modulation (Option UNW or UW2) 1  () = typical

On/off ratio > 80 dB (typ) 2

Rise/fall times (Tr, Tf) < 10 ns; 7 ns (typ)

Minimum pulse width ALC on/off 3 ≥ 1us (500 ns typ) / ≥ 20 ns 

Repetition frequency ALC on/off 10 Hz to 500 kHz / DC to 10 MHz

Level accuracy (relative to CW) ALC on/off 4 ± 0.7 dB (± 0.5 typ) / (< ± 0.75 dB typ)

Width compression (RF width relative to video out) < 5ns (typ)

1. Pulse specifications apply to frequencies > 100 MHz and power set to > –3 dBm. Operable down to 9 kHz.

2. Above 35 GHz vernier > 0 dBm.

3. For export control purposes, Option UW2 limits minimum pulse width above 31.8 GHz to ≥ 500 ns.

4. With power search on.
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Video feed-through 1 < 3.2 / > 3.2GHz (< 50 mV / < 3 mV)

Video delay (external input to video) 40 ns, nominal

RF delay (video to RF output) 45 ns, nominal

Pulse overshoot (< 10%)

Input level +1 V peak = RF on into 50 Ω, nominal

Td video delay (variable)

Tw video pulse width (variable) 

Tp pulse period (variable)

Tm RF delay

Trf RF pulse width 

Tf RF pulse fall time 

Tr RF pulse rise time 

Vor pulse overshoot 

Vf video feedthrough

Sync
Output

Video
Output

RF Pulse
Output

Td

Tm

Tw

Trf

Vf

TfTr

Vor

Tp

50%

50%

10%

90%

50%

Internal pulse generator (included with Option UNW or UW2)

Modes Free-run, square, triggered, adjustable doublet, trigger doublet, gated, and 

external pulse

Square wave rate 0.1 Hz to 10 MHz, 0.1 Hz resolution (nom)

Pulse period 30 ns to 42 s (nom)

Pulse width 2 20 ns to pulse period –10 ns (nom)

Resolution 10 ns

Adjustable trigger delay (–pulse period +10 ns) to (pulse width –10 ns)

Settable delay Free run –3.99 to 3.97 µs

Triggered 0 to 40 s

Resolution (delay, width, period) 10 ns, nominal

Pulse doublets 1st pulse delay (Relative to sync out) 0 to 42 s – pulse width – 10 ns

1st pulse width 20 ns to 42 s – delay – 10 ns

2nd pulse delay 0 to 42 s – (delay1 + width2) – 10 ns

2nd pulse width 20 ns to 42 s – (delay1 + delay2) – 10 ns

Pulse train generator Option 320 (requires Option UNW or UW2)

Number of pulse patterns 2047

On/off time range 2 20 ns to 42 s

1. Video feed through applies to power levels < +10 dBm.

2. For export control purposes, Option UW2 limits minimum pulse width above 31.8 GHz to ≥ 500 ns.
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General Characteristics

Remote programming

Interfaces GPIB  IEEE-488.2, 1987 with listen and talk
LAN 1000BaseT LAN interface, LXI Class C compliant
USB Version 2.0

Control languages SCPI Version 1997.0

Compatibility languages Keysight Technologies: N5181A\61A, N5182A\62A, N5183A, E4438C, E4428C, E442xB, 
E443xB, E8241A, E8244A, E8251A, E8254A, E8247C, E8257C/D, E8267C/D, 8648 series, 
8656B, E8663B, 83711B/12B, 83731B/32B, 83751B/52B, 8340B/41B, 836xx series, 
8664A, 8665A/B, 8644A, 8662A/63A

Aeroflex Incorporated: 3410 series

Rohde & Schwarz:  SMR, SMF100A ,SMB100A, SMBV100A, SMU200A, SMJ100A, 
SMATE200A, SMIQ, SML, SMV

Anritsu: MG369xA/B/C

Power requirements

100 or 120 VAC, 50 or 60 Hz, 400 Hz 

220 or 240 VAC, 50 or 60 Hz 

280 Watts maximum

Operating temperature range

0 to 55 °C

Storage temperature range

–40 to 70 °C

Operating and storage altitude

Up to 15,000 ft or 4,600 m

Environmental stress

Samples of this product have been type tested in accordance with the Keysight Environmental Test Manual and verified to be robust 

against the environmental stresses of storage, transportation, and end-use; those stresses include but are not limited to temperature, 

humidity, shock, vibration, altitude, and power line conditions. Test Methods are aligned with IEC 60068-2 and levels are similar to 

MIL-PRF-28800F Class 3.

Safety

Complies with European Low Voltage Directive 2006/95/EC

–   IEC/EN 61010-1, 3rd Edition

–   Canada: CSA C22.2 No. 61010-1-12

–   USA: UL 61010-1 3rd Edition

EMC

Complies with European EMC Directive 2004/108/EC

–   IEC/EN 61326 

–   CISPR Pub 11 Group 1, class A 

–   AS/NZS CISPR 11

–   ICES/NMB-001
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Memory

Memory is shared by instrument states, user data files, sweep list files, and other files. Option 006 instrument security allows storage 

of up to 8 GB. Depending on how the memory is utilized, a maximum of 1000 instrument states can be saved.

Security (Option 006)

Option 006 “Removable memory card & Instrument security” allows the following: 

–   Removable 8 GB solid state memory (SD card) from rear pane. 

–   User can force all files to be stored only on external memory card including instrument states, user data files, sweep list files, and 

other files

–   Memory sanitizing, memory sanitizing on power on, and display blanking

–   Disable USB ports

Self-test

Internal diagnostic routines test most modules in a preset condition. For each module, if its node voltages are within acceptable limits, 

the module “passes” the test.

Weight

N5183B-513/520: ≤ 14.5 kg (32 lb.) net, ≤ 29.5 kg (65 lb.) shipping

N5183B-532/540: ≤ 15.0 kg (33 lb.) net, ≤ 29.9 kg (66 lb.) shipping

Dimensions

88 mm H x 426 mm W x 489 mm L (length includes rear panel feet)

(3.5 in H x 16.8 in W x 19.2 in L)

Max length (L) including RF connector tip to end of rear panel feet is 508 mm (20 in)

Recommended calibration cycle

36 months

ISO compliant

This instrument is manufactured in an ISO-9001 registered facility in concurrence with Keysight Technologies’ commitment to quality.
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Inputs and Outputs

Front panel connectors (all connectors are BNC unless otherwise stated)

RF output Output impedance 50 Ω (nom)

Option 513/520 Precision APC-3.5 male, or Type- N with Option 1ED

Option 532/540 Precision 2.4 mm male; plus 2.4—2.4 mm and 2.4-2.9 mm female adapters

Maximum reverse power 0.5 W, 0 Vdc

USB 2.0 Used with a memory stick for transferring instrument states, licenses and other 
files into or out of the instrument. Also used with U2000 Series USB average power 
sensors.

Rear panel connectors

Rear panel inputs and outputs are 3.3 V CMOS, unless indicated otherwise. CMOS inputs will accept 5 V CMOS, 3 V CMOS,  
or TTL voltage levels.

RF output (1EM) –   Output impedance 50 Ω (nom)

–   Option 513/520 : Precision APC-3.5 male, or Type- N with option 1ED

–   Option 532/540: Precision 2.4 mm male; plus 2.4—2.4 mm and 2.4-2.9 mm  

female adapters

Sweep out Generates output voltage, 0 to +10 V when the signal generator is sweeping. This 

output can also be programmed to indicate when the source is settled or output pulse 

video and is TTL and CMOS compatible in this mode. Output impedance < 1 Ω, can 

drive 2 kΩ. Damage levels are ± 15 V.

Ext1 External AM/FM/PM #1 input: Nominal input impedance is 50 Ω/600 Ω/1MΩ 

nominal: Damage levels are ± 5 V.

Ext2 External AM/FM/PM #2 input: Nominal input impedance is 50 Ω/600 Ω/1MΩ 

nominal: Damage levels are ± 5 V.

Pulse External pulse modulation input. This input is TTL and CMOS compatible. Low logic 

levels are 0 V and high logic levels are +1 V. Nominal input impedance is 50 Ω. Input 

damage levels are ≤ –0.3 V and ≥ +5.3 V.

Trigger 1 (in) Accepts TTL and CMOS level signals for triggering point-to-point in sweep mode. 

Damage levels are ≤ –0.3 V and ≥ +5.3 V.

Trigger 2 (out) Default use is with sweep mode. The signal is high at start of dwell, or when waiting 

for point trigger in manual sweep mode; low when dwell is over or point trigger is 

received. This output can also be programmed to indicate when the source is settled, 

pulse synchronization, or pulse video. Outputs a 2.5V into 50 Ω nominal. Input damage 

levels are ≤ –0.3 V and ≥ +5.3 V.

Reference input Accepts a 10 MHz reference signal used to frequency lock the internal time base. 

Option 1ER adds the capability to lock to a frequency from 1 MHz to 50 MHz. Nominal 

input level –3.5 to +20 dBm, impedance 50 Ω, sine or square waveform.

10 MHz out Outputs the 10 MHz reference signal used by internal timebase. Level nominally 

+5 dBm. Nominal output impedance 50 Ω. Input damage level is +16 dBm.

ALC in This female BNC connector is used for negative  external detector leveling. 

–   Input impedance: 100 kΩ (nominal)

–   Signal levels: -0.2 mV to -0.5 V

–   Damage levels: < –12 V and > 1 V

Z-Axis output This female BNC connector supplies a +5 V (nominal) level during retrace and band 

switch intervals of a step or list sweep. During step or list sweep, this connector 

supplies a –5 V (nominal) level when the RF frequency is at a marker frequency and 

intensity marker mode is on. The load impedance should be ≥ 5 kΩ.
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 USB Type-A There are two USB 2.0 Type-A connectors on the rear panel. Used with a memory stick 

for transferring instrument states, licenses and other files into or out of the instrument; 

also used with U2000 Series USB power sensors.

USB Type-B There is one USB 2.0 Type-B connectors on the rear panel. The USB connector 

provides remote programming functions via SCPI.

LAN (1000 BaseT) The LAN connector provides the same SCPI remote programming functionality as the 

GPIB connector. The LAN connector is also used to access the internal web server 

and FTP server. The LAN supports DHCP, sockets SCPI, VXI-11 SCPI, connection 

monitoring, dynamic hostname services, TCP keep alive. This interface is LXI class C 

compliant. Trigger response time for the immediate LAN trigger is 0.5 ms (minimum), 

4 ms (maximum), 2 ms (typ); delayed/alarm trigger is unknown. Trigger output 

response time is 0.5 ms (minimum), 4 ms (maximum), 2 ms typical.

GPIB The GPIB connector provides remote programming functionality via SCPI.

Keysight X-Series Signal Generators

EXG Microwave Signal Generator Data Sheet 5991-3132EN

Microwave Signal Generator Flyer 5991-3594EN

X-Series Signal Generator Brochure 5990-9957EN

Related Literature
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Three-Year Warranty

www.keysight.com/find/ThreeYearWarranty
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Keysight Assurance Plans
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accurate measurements.
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Keysight Technologies, Inc.
DEKRA Certified ISO 9001:2008  
Quality Management System

Keysight Channel Partners
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Get the best of both worlds: Keysight’s measurement expertise and product 
breadth, combined with channel partner convenience.

www.keysight.com/find/N5183B

For more information on Keysight 
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services, please contact your local Keysight 
office. The complete list is available at:
www.keysight.com/find/contactus

Americas 
Canada (877) 894 4414
Brazil 55 11 3351 7010
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United States (800) 829 4444
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China 800 810 0189
Hong Kong 800 938 693
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Features
• E Band (60 to 90 GHz) full waveguide up converter
• Broad IF Frequency Range: DC to 18 GHz
• LO Drive level: +13 dBm nominal
• RF & LO Ports: WR-12 with UG-387/U-MOD Flange

• Double Balanced design
• Low Capacitance GaAs Schottky Beam Lead diodes
• Gold Plated Compact Package Design
• Operating Temperature: 0°C to +50°C

Applications
• Transmitter Subsystems
• Military Communications

• Commercial Communications
• Instruments and Test Equipment

.

 Description
The PE13U1001 is a full waveguide band up converter mixer with an LO and RF frequency range of 60 
to 90 GHz (E Band).  The IF frequency range is DC to 18 GHz with a nominal LO drive level of +13 dBm. 
The double balanced circuit design utilizes high performance GaAs Schottky beam lead diodes.  Conversion loss is 8.5 dB 
typical and flat across the entire frequency band.  The gold plated compact package design uses integrated WR-12 with UG-
387/U-MOD waveguide flange interfaces for the RF and LO ports and a female SMA connector for the IF port.

Electrical Specifications
 Description Minimum Typical Maximum Units 
Frequency Range 60  90 GHz 
LO Frequency Range 60  90 GHz 
IF Frequency Range DC  18 GHz  
Conversion Loss  8.5  dB 
LO Port Power  13 15 dBm 

 . .  

Mechanical Specifications
Size
Length 1.4 in [35.56 mm]
Width 0.75 in [19.05 mm]
Height 0.75 in [19.05 mm]
.

Weight 0.0625 lbs [28.35 g]

Configuration
Design Mixer Up Converter

 Description RF Port LO Port IF Port  
Type WR-12 UG-387/U WR-12 UG-387/U SMA Female 
...  

PE13U1001  REV 1.0

Waveguide Mixer Up Converter WR-12 From 
60 GHz to 90 GHz, IF From DC to 18 GHz And LO Power 
of +13 dBm, UG-387/U Flange, E Band

 Waveguide Converters - PE13U1001

Click the following link (or enter part number in “SEARCH” on website) to obtain additional part information including price, 
inventory and certifications: Waveguide Mixer Up Converter WR-12 From 60 GHz to 90 GHz, IF From DC to 18 GHz And 
LO Power of +13 dBm, UG-387/U Flange, E Band PE13U1001
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Environmental Specifications
Temperature
Operating Range 0 to +50 deg C
.

Compliance Certifications (visit www.Pasternack.com for current document) 
Not RoHS Compliant

Plotted and Other Data
Notes: 

Typical Performance Data

PowerGraph
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Waveguide Mixer Up Converter WR-12 From 60 GHz to 90 GHz, IF From DC to 18 GHz And LO Power of +13 dBm, UG-
387/U Flange, E Band from Pasternack Enterprises has same day shipment for domestic and International orders. Our RF, 
microwave and millimeter wave products maintain a 99% availability and are part of the broadest selection in the industry.

Click the following link (or enter part number in “SEARCH” on website) to obtain additional part information including price, 
inventory and certifications: Waveguide Mixer Up Converter WR-12 From 60 GHz to 90 GHz, IF From DC to 18 GHz And LO 
Power of +13 dBm, UG-387/U Flange, E Band PE13U1001

URL: http://www.pasternack.com/waveguide-mixer-up-converter-wr-12-60-90-ghz-if-18-ghz-pe13u1001-p.aspx
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76-77 GHz RF Receiver Front-end for �
W-band Radar Applications
The MR2001 is a scalable three package solution for automotive radar modules. The 
chipset consists of a four channel VCO (voltage controlled oscillator), a two-channel Tx 
transmitter, and a three-channel Rx receiver. The MR2001R is a high performance, highly 
integrated, three-channel, receiver (RX) ideally suited for automotive radar applications.  
In conjunction with the MR2001V, a four-channel voltage controlled oscillator, and an 
MR2001T, a two-channel transmitter, it provides a scalable three package solution for 
automotive radar modules.

Features
• 76 GHz to 77 GHz RX input
• Supply voltage 3.3 V
• Supply current typ. 240 mA
• Power dissipation typ. 0.8 W
• Conversion gain 23 dB to 60 dB
• SSB noise figure typical 14 dB
• Saturation detectors
• Tri-state IF outputs

Figure 1.  MR2001R Simplified Application Diagram

ADVANCED DRIVER ASSISTANCE 
SYSTEM

MR2001R

VK SUFFIX (PB-FREE)
98ASA00540D

6.0 X 6.0 X 0.95 RCPBGA

Applications
• Automotive proximity radar
• LRR, MRR and SRR
• ADAS
• Industrial surveillance and security 

systems
• Millimeter wave backhaul systems
• Data fusion
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Figure 2.  MR2001R Three-channel Receiver Block Diagram

Table 1.  Orderable Part Variations

Part Number Temperature (TEMP) Package Notes

MC33MR2001RVK -40 °C to 125 °C 6.0 x 6.0 mm RCP (10 x 11 array) 0.5 mm pitch (1)

Notes
1. To order parts in Tape & Reel, add R2 to the suffix of the part number.
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Figure 3.  Pinout (Ball) Diagram
  
Table 2.  MR2001R Pin Definitions

Ball Location Pin Function Ball Location Pin Function

A1, A10, D1, D2, E8, F5, F6, 
F8, G4, G7, G8, G9, G10, 
H4, H7, K7, L1, L2, L3, L7, 

L8, L9, L10
DC Ground C1, C2 3.3 V Power Supply

A3 SPI MOSI (master out, slave in) C6 3.3 V Power Supply

A4 Digital hard reset signal C8 3.3 V Power Supply

A6 Differential IF output channel 1 D9 Sensor output (temperature and power peak 
detector)

A8 Differential IF output channel 3 D10 Bandgap reference resistor (positive 
temperature slope)

B1 SPI enable (chip enable)

E1, E2, E3, F3, G1, G2, G3, 
H1, H2, H3, H8, H9, H10, 
J3, J4, J5, J6, J8, K1, K2, 

K3, K4, K6, K8, K9, K10, L4, 
L6

RF Ground

B2 SPI serial clock E5 Chip key Bit [1]

B3 SPI MISO (master in, slave out) E6 Chip key bit [0]

B4 Digital scan test E9 Saturation detector output

B5 Differential IF output channel 2 F2 77 GHz RX input channel 2

B6 Differential IF output channel 2 F10 Bandgap reference resistor (negative 
temperature slope)

B7 Differential IF output channel 1 J2 77 GHz RX input channel 1

B8 Differential IF output channel 3 J9 77 GHz RX input channel 3

K5 LO input
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Table 3.  Key Parameters
TEMP = -40 °C to +125 °C, fOUT = 76 to 77 GHz, and VCC3P3 = 3.3 V r5.0%, unless otherwise noted.

Symbol Parameter Typ Unit Notes

VCC Supply Voltage, Nominal supply r5% variation 3.3 V

ICC Supply Current (all channels on) 242 mA

ICC0 Supply Current S0 (chip de-activated) 19 mA

PON Power Consumption (on) 0.8 W

BB PARAMETERS

fHP High-pass (HP) Filter Edge Frequency (-6.0 dB) 300 kHz

sHP Slope Below f_HP 40 dB/decade

LP_order Low Pass Filter (LP) Order - center freq. at approx. 8.0 MHz - information only 1.0 –

CONVERSION GAIN

CGMAX Max. Conversion Gain at f = 4.0 MHz - 22 dB 1st VGA, 16 dB 2nd VGA 57 dB

CGMIN Min. Conversion Gain at f = 4.0 MHz - 10 dB 1st VGA, -2.0 dB 2nd VGA 26.5 dB

CGSTEP Conversion Gain Step-size (VGA settings) 5.5 dB

CONTROL

RSAT Overload Detected Output Load 365 :

P_MIXER_SAT Input Referred Saturation Detector Threshold at CG = min at f = 10 kHz -3.0 dBm

VVGA1_SAT 1st  VGA Stage Output Saturation Level (stage directly after mixer core) 400 mVpk

VVGA2_SAT 2nd  VGA Stage Output Saturation Level 350 mVpk
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Features
• V Band (50 to 75 GHz) full waveguide up converter
• Broad IF Frequency Range: DC to 18 GHz
• LO Drive level: +13 dBm nominal
• RF & LO Ports: WR-15 with UG-385/U-MOD Flange

• Double Balanced design
• Low Capacitance GaAs Schottky Beam Lead diodes
• Gold Plated Compact Package Design
• Operating Temperature: 0°C to +50°C

Applications
• Transmitter Subsystems
• Military Communications

• Commercial Communications
• Instruments and Test Equipment

.

 Description
The PE13U1002 is a full waveguide band up converter mixer with an LO and RF frequency range of 50 to 75 GHz (V Band).  
The IF frequency range is DC to 18 GHz with a nominal LO drive level of +13 dBm. The double balanced circuit design utilizes 
high performance GaAs Schottky beam lead diodes.  Conversion loss is 8 dB typical and flat across the entire frequency band.  
The gold plated compact package design uses integrated WR-15 with UG-385/U-MOD waveguide flange interfaces for the RF 
and LO ports and a female SMA connector for the IF port.

Electrical Specifications
 Description Minimum Typical Maximum Units 
Frequency Range 50  75 GHz 
LO Frequency Range 50  75 GHz 
IF Frequency Range DC  18 GHz  
Conversion Loss  8  dB 
LO Connector Power  13 15 dBm 

 . .  

Mechanical Specifications
Temperature
Operating Range 0 to +50 deg C

Size
Length 1.4 in [35.56 mm]
Width 0.75 in [19.05 mm]
Height 0.75 in [19.05 mm]
.

Weight 0.0625 lbs [28.35 g]

Click the following link (or enter part number in “SEARCH” on website) to obtain additional part information including price, 
inventory and certifications: Waveguide Mixer Up Converter WR-15 From 50 GHz to 75 GHz, IF From DC to 18 GHz And 
LO Power of +13 dBm, UG-385/U Flange, V Band PE13U1002

PE13U1002  REV 1.0

Waveguide Mixer Up Converter WR-15 From 
50 GHz to 75 GHz, IF From DC to 18 GHz And LO Power 
of +13 dBm, UG-385/U Flange, V Band
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Connectors

 Description RF Connector LO Connector IF Connector 
Type WR-15 UG-385/U WR-15 UG-385/U SMA Female 
...  

Configuration
Design Mixer Up Converter
RF Connector WR-15 UG-385/U
LO Connector WR-15 UG-385/U
IF Connector SMA Female

Compliance Certifications (visit www.Pasternack.com for current document) 
Not RoHS Compliant

Plotted and Other Data
Notes: 
• Values at +25 °C, sea level
• ESD Sensitive Material, Transport material in Approved ESD bags. Handle only in approved ESD Workstation.

Typical Performance Data
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Waveguide Mixer Up Converter WR-15 From 50 GHz to 75 GHz, IF From DC to 18 GHz And LO Power of +13 dBm, UG-
385/U Flange, V Band from Pasternack Enterprises has same day shipment for domestic and International orders. Our RF, 
microwave and millimeter wave products maintain a 99% availability and are part of the broadest selection in the industry.

Click the following link (or enter part number in “SEARCH” on website) to obtain additional part information including price, 
inventory and certifications: Waveguide Mixer Up Converter WR-15 From 50 GHz to 75 GHz, IF From DC to 18 GHz And LO 
Power of +13 dBm, UG-385/U Flange, V Band PE13U1002

URL: http://www.pasternack.com/waveguide-mixer-up-converter-wr-15-50-75-ghz-if-18-ghz-pe13u1002-p.aspx
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